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Subotnick Center receives upgrade

Georgetown
University
wants to give
students of
slave descendants preferential admission
in order to
compensate for
historical blunders. The university is trying to compensate and
make reparations for relying on
slave transactions in the past.

BY ALEXANDRA ZYSKIND
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

BUSINESS 8
ECB keeps interest rates
unchanged (p. 8)
Despite market
uncertainty
caused by the
Brexit, ECB
President Mario Draghi announced that
interest rates
would remain
unchanged.
Furthermore, there is no plans to
expand the bank’s quantitative
easing program.

ARTS & STYLE 11
Sully depicts moments of
Hudson Miracle (p. 12)
Seven years after the historic
plane landing
on the Hudson
River, Sully tells
the tale and the
aftermath of
the heroic moment. Starring
Tom Hanks
as Captain Chesley “Sully” Sullenberger, the movie’s scenes are
both dramatic and heartfelt.
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Baruch students and alumni gather to celebrate the ribbon cutting of the newly renovated Subotnick Center.
BY PAUL JOH
BUSINESS EDITOR
After 16 years of providing valuable resources and state-of-the-art technology to thousands of Baruch students and faculty members, the Subotnick Financial Services Center received a major upgrade through the
contribution of the office of the Manhattan Borough President.

STORY CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

Center for Corporate Integrity
hosts panel on Native imagery

China’s Grainfor-Green
program, an
initiative for reforestation, has
recently been
found to hinder
biodiversity. As
one of the most
important factors for successful
and productive reforestation, the
lack of consideration towards
biodiversity is a negative mark.

After winning
last season’s
CUNY Athletic Conference, Baruch’s
women’s tennis
team is preparing for the Fall
semester under
the leadership of captain Allie
Jackson-Hing. The male soccer
team had a less thrilling start,
losing to Utica College by a final
score of 2-4.
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The discussion touched on the use of Native American imagery in sports.

During the show, Wallerstein, pictured
above, and Dornbaum discussed fun
facts, facilities and student rumors.
BY GAYATHRI RAMESH
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

BY OMER SEMAN
SENIOR STAFF WRITER
The depiction of Native American culture in North American sports,
both collegiate and professional, has been a hot debate topic for the
past several years. On Sept. 8, the Robert Zicklin Center for Corporate
Integrity hosted a seminar to allow experts to share their views with the
Baruch community.
David Rosenberg, associate director of the Robert Zicklin Center
for Corporate Integrity, welcomed reporters and the public alike with a
pointed reminder of how although athletics play a minor role in one’s everyday life, the social, political and economic impact of sports cannot be
denied. After his introduction, the six members of the panel introduced
themselves and their stance on the representation of Native American
culture by collegiate and professional sports teams.
Simon Moya-Smith, culture editor for Indian Country Today and citizen of the Oglala Lakota Nation, opened his remarks in his native dialect.
Moya-Smith was firmly opposed to the depiction of Native people as
mascots and demanded the removal of all forms of misappropriated Native cultures, emphasizing the Washington Redskins name and logo as
the most egregious.
Marc Edelman, Esq., a professor of law at Baruch College, expressed
his desire to approach the topic from an objective stance.

STORY CONTINUED ON PAGE 18

The Undergraduate Student
Government held a memorial last
week to commemorate the anniversary of the Sept. 11 attacks.
The event was held in the Plaza
on Monday, Sept. 12, and it was
led by Daniel Dornbaum, president of USG.
The ambiance was peaceful as
students laid out approximately
100 candles into a configuration
comprised of a nine, an 11 and
the twin towers.
At the memorial, students
gathered around the candles to
share memories of the day and
to reflect on the signifiance of the
event. One student remarked that
current undergraduate students
are the last generation who lived
through the events of that day and
can say that they remember what
happened.
On the morning of Sept. 11,
2001, a series of terrorist attacks
was carried out by Al-Qaeda
militants, including two attacks
that brought down the World
Trade Center towers in downtown Manhattan.

STORY CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Radio show bridges gap between
students and administration

SCIENCE & TECH 14
Schizophrenia connected to
human evolution (p. 15)

SPORTS 17
Bearcats prepare for the
Fall semester (p. 17)

Candlelight memorial honors
9/11 victims

Park Bench Philosophers, a talk
show between Mitchel B. Wallerstein, the president of Baruch
College and Daniel Dornbaum,

the president of the Undergraduate Student Government was
launched on Sept. 9 and is set to
air on the first Thursday of every
month on WBMB, Baruch’s radio
station.
“This initiative was undertaken
to bridge the gap between the students and the management,” said
Dornbaum.
As a member of USG, Dornbaum worked with WBMB when
he live streamed senate meetings
to update students on club events.
Prior to this show, students had
few opportunities to interact with
Baruch’s president and were often
limited to a few emails, appointments made a month in advance
and Lunch With the President, a
program conducted twice per semester.
Through the radio show, students get the opportunity to stay
updated on the happenings and
activities around the campus
without spending a considerable
amount of time or resources.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

OrgSync facilitates communication
and on-campus involvement
BY YELENA DZHANOVA
OPINIONS EDITOR
Baruch College has partnered up with OrgSync, a web-hosting platform
that sets up a portal for individual colleges and universities where students
can get event updates and keep track of their extracurricular involvement.
Administration from Student Life switched over to OrgSync from Baruch
Connect earlier this semester, creating MyBaruch.
The static front page features profiles of peer mentors and polls with
the intention of collecting information about club events and preferences.
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Memorial commemorates lives lost during 9/11

News Briefs
COMPILED BY
JONATHAN SPERLING
A prominent member of
the CUNY community passed
away on Sunday, Sept. 4, leaving behind a history of contributions to public higher education. Dr. Henry Wasser became
the founding dean of faculties
at Richmond College, which
is now the College of Staten Island, in 1966. By the time he
finished his tenure in 1973, Wasser had become instrumental
in recruiting new faculty to the
college. Wasser was also a member of the University Faculty
Senate and served as its chair
until 1986. Throughout all of
this, Wasser was a key advocate
and consultant for public higher
education. Wasser is survived by
his wife and two children.
_______________________
A rooftop garden located at
City College has yielded its first
harvest thanks to efforts from
CCNY Green members and students from the High School for
Math, Science and Engineering.
The plot is part of the Spitzer
School of Architecture’s Solar Roofpod modular building
system. Among the vegetables
grown in the garden are broccoli, cauliflowers, cucumbers,
jalapenos, tomatillos, tomatoes
and zucchini. Until December
9, community members are welcome to sample the produce every other Friday at 4:30 p.m.
________________________
An undergraduate student
at the College of Staten Island’s
Verrazano School will present
his capstone thesis at the Undergraduate Research Conference in spring 2017. Computer
science major Sidhartha Mishra
is currently researching radiofrequency identification technology, specifically for use in
the security field. Mishra writes
code that simulates security issues and concerns that can potentially affect communication
between RFID tags and readers.
This is not Mishra’s first venture
to the URC, as he gave an oral
presentation at the same event
in 2015.
________________________
After nearly six months of
investigation into anti-Semitic
incidents on CUNY campuses,
an outside counsel has released
a report on the matter. The 24page report states that nearly all
of the alleged instances of hate
speech were protected under
the First Amendment. In cases
where the students were found
to not be protected under the
First Amendment, they were
disciplined for violating university policy. The report was
compiled from interviews with
more than 60 students, faculty
and alumni throughout CUNY, a
review of social media posts and
the CUNY policy on free speech.
________________________
CUNY Chancellor James B.
Milliken, the New York City Department of Cultural Affairs and
The Rockefeller Foundation recently announced a $1-million
initiative geared toward placing
students in paid internships.
Dozens of students will have the
chance to intern at MoMA PS1,
the New York Botanical Garden, Carnegie Hall, the American Museum of Natural History
and other cultural institutions
as part of the CUNY Cultural
Corps. A $500,000 donation
from the DCLA and a $500,000
from The Rockefeller Foundation were combined in order to
create the Corps.

CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
The attacks, which included
four intentional plane crashes,
formed one of the worst foreign attacks in U.S. history.
The effects of the attacks were
both acute and long term and were
felt by Baruch College students in
various ways.
According to an article published by the Associated Press
around that time, the school itself
played a direct role in the events
surrounding the attacks.
The collapse of the Twin Towers damaged nearby offices and
littered downtown Manhattan with
rubble.
As a result, many office workers
found themselves without an office
space in which they could work.
As a solution to this problem,
Baruch College lent the Subotnick
Financial Services Center–which
uses professional software and
trading data–to its alumni and
certain firms.
Displaced stock traders from
firms like REFCO and Gruntal & Co
were able to continue their work
using the trading floor at Baruch
College, despite the chaotic situation at Ground Zero.
Dornbaum further explained
the reason for setting up the
memorial.
“We want to give students an
outlet to reflect and to remember.
A lot of students were here in New
York when the towers fell and it is
important that we provide an outlet for them to not only talk about
their experience, but to think back
if they had loved ones, and you
know, to share their experience
with other students who have gone
through a similar time.” Dornbaum
went on to comment that the event
is held annually because “USG
makes it a point to recognize such
days in U.S. history and New York
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Approximately 100 candles were laid out during the memorial, which commemorated the victims of the Sept. 11 attacks.
history, because they are important dates.”
The impact of that day brought
together current students with
alumni and members of the surrounding financial community.
Given Baruch College’s proximity to the World Trade Center, as
well as the quantity of native New
Yorkers who attend the school, it is
unsurprising that current students
have personal 9/11 stories.
“Many of the students who will
be starting college in the coming
years won’t have been alive when
9/11 happened, but keeping the
memory alive is something that we

need to do for all the brave souls
who lost their lives that day,” said
Daniela Tamarova, a student representative on USG’s student building fund committee.
“Sure the whole country saw it
as an attack, but for New York it is
personal and any way that we can
preserve the memory is always
welcome in the city.”
Fifteen years later, the rubble
has been cleared and the downtown skyline features new architecture. However, the less visual
ramifications of the Sept. 11 attacks
continue to linger and pervade
the lives of U.S. citizens and Baruch

students alike. Over 6,000 people
were injured by the attacks. Many
more–including firefighters, policemen and other first responders–have since then developed
health problems as a result of
inhaling debris at the site of ground
zero.
While many current Baruch
College students were too young to
have handled a role in the events of
that day, it is the effects of that day
that have been handed down to
this generation. It is this generation
that has been tasked to remember
and carry on with memorial services, like the one held on Monday.

“Park Bench Presidents” debuts on Baruch’s WBMB
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
Every show will be divided into
three segments, with the content of
each segment being set to change
every month.
“The first episode was structured with a balance in between
fun facts while at the same time
emphasizing some of the great history that Baruch holds,” Dornbaum
continued.
The debut episode was divided
into Then and Now, Fun Facts and
Facilities. The Then and Now segment focused on the college’s relationship with fine arts, which
began with the Lucky Stiff musical
ad in The Ticker in 1996 and Rent,
the first musical on campus after a
two-decade wait.
Previous and current Baruch
mascots, a 1990s Ticker critic discussing Jay-Z and former CUNY
Chancellor Matthew Goldstein
were the topics covered during the
Fun Facts segment.
The third and most important segment was titled Facilities
and talked about the renovations
around the campus that the majority of students were largely unaware of. The conversation started
when Dornbaum presented a student rumor to the president and
Wallerstein, in return, debunked it
while tackling the issue.
Both the 23rd Street Building and the 25th Street Plaza are
undergoing renovations and the
construction is set to begin in early
2017. The current Plaza which is in
a temporary state is set to be converted into a permanent, outdoor
urban space. It will be completed
in approximately one year.
Additionally, Baruch is set to
have a new Student Center in close
proximity to the campus.
“The majority of the students
are not particularly interested in
knowing about the nitty-gritty
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Wallerstein and Dornbaum’s show reached approximately 150 unique listeners despite a lack of marketing and advertising.
details or the level of progress on
every single issue, but it helps to
keep the students updated,” Dornbaum added.
Wallerstein believes that the radio program will be of great value
to all Baruch students since it creates a system which is both accessible and transparent. The meetings between USG and school
management are not always open
to Baruch students and even if they
were, they would not necessarily fit
into every single person’s schedule. The show provides a platform
that makes it easier for both the
students and USG alike to commu-

nicate with the president, as they
will receive updates and reports
about the school.
Furthermore, this show serves
as a catalyst in USG’s ongoing mission to create an inclusive environment on campus.
Regarding the show’s reception,
Vlad Zakrzhevskyy of WBMB said,
“We received around 150 unique
hits or 150 visitors logged in just
to listen to this particular episode
while on air.”
This number does not include
the people who listened throughout
the day in different locations such
as the game room, cafeteria, field

building, and the 25th Street Plaza,
among other places.
Considering the circumstances
of production makes this number
even more remarkable for a debut
episode, since it lacked marketing
on social media or advertising.
In addition to vocalizing students’ thoughts and concerns,
the program also serves to show
a spectrum of perspectives that
emerge from the collaboration between USG and Baruch’s adminis.
Regarding the future of the series,
Dornbaum hopes that the show
will continue in years to come with
or without his presence.
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UNICEF at Baruch event draws
attention to Syrian child refugees

CAC vows to revive
Relay for Life at Baruch

BY VICTORIA MERLINO
SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY EDITOR

BY YELENA DZHANOVA
OPINIONS EDITOR

UNICEF at Baruch College
hosted a tabling event on Sept. 15,
raising awareness for the larger
UNICEF “No Lost Generation”
initiative.
Holding a large board that featured pictures of children affected
by the Syrian refugee crisis—the
initiative’s major focus—club
members asked passing students
“What did you dream of as a child?”
Students were then encouraged to
write down these dreams on the
board next to the photographs of
the children, ranging the gamut in
seriousness from wanting to join
the Air Force to wanting teleportation powers.
Understanding that all children
have dreams is important, no matter their situation, asserts Sarah
Dobrowolski, an industrial organizational psychology major and
the vice president of marketing for
UNICEF at Baruch. “This [event] is
a way to create some unity across
the world with kids that are younger than us but in our generation of
dreamers.”
The “No Lost Generation” campaign stresses the value of youth
and dreams, with UNICEF helping
to support children inside of Syria,
as well as Syrian refugee children
living in Egypt, Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon and Turkey. The initiative focuses on education and child protection, trying to bolster the quality and accessibility of education
while improving child protective
services and methods for refugee
children in these regions.
At Baruch, UNICEF is trying to
raise awareness for the plights of
these children. “UNICEF’s mission on campus is to advocate,

Relay for Life, the annual fundraising event hosted by Colleges
Against Cancer, is confirmed to
return to Baruch College in the
Spring semester.
The American Cancer Society
dictates which schools and universities can host Relay for Life
each year based on the amount of
money each institution raises. In
order to host the event, each chapter of CAC is mandated to raise at
least $40,000 during the academic
year. If the chapter fails to raise the
minimum, it risks losing the opportunity to host a Relay for Life at
its corresponding school.
Last spring, CAC hosted Relay
for Life, but the event generated an
unexpectedly low turnout. Jesse
Pazmino, president of CAC, attributed the sudden decrease in popularity to the elimination of Greek
life at Baruch.
“Mainly our income for Relay
for Life came from Greek life, but
since they were banned, we took a
major hit. Right now, we are trying
to find another way of replacing
what we lost,” Panzimo said.
He indicated that the national
organization is trying to expand
outside of the college in order to
get more support and donations.
CAC will be partnering up with
Chipotle Mexican Grill and other
major companies in order to meet
the quota. Students will be able
to go into participating Chipotles
with flyers, or can mention the
organization by name, to get discounts on food. Partial profits from
Chipotle and other companies will
be donated to CAC.
Although the academic year
has only just begun, the Baruch
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Members of UNICEF at Baruch educated students on the Syrian refugee crisis.
educate and fundraise and so it’s
really necessary that [students]
know these children, care about
them passionately and share their
stories,” said Dobrowolski.
Dobrowolski briefly explained
some of the backgrounds of the
children featured at the event,
turning a handful of faces on a
board into a tapestry of stories and
names. One refugee child in Jordan
named Ammar is the sole provider
for his family, selling dirt he digs
up and going to school exhausted
as a result. Maya, a nine-year-old
refugee living in Turkey, dreams
of becoming a religious studies
teacher or teaching the Qur’an and
of living in a world made entirely
of cake.
“Personally, I think it is really important to know someone’s
name and recognize they are human,” said Dobrowolski. “[The
children here] aren’t just a statistic
in another country…This is just
honoring their humanity and dignity as humans and just hoping
that they will pursue their dreams.”

Though UNICEF at Baruch is
not as established as some of the
longer-running clubs on campus,
its work is already garnering attention from students. Fatoumata
Diallo, an undecided major and
a new member of the club, showcases the passion and dedication
that goes into the work UNICEF at
Baruch does, speaking about her
desire to give back to other kids after being given the opportunity to
leave the war zone of West Africa
in which she grew up.
“Ever since I was a kid I was very
passionate about helping kids. I
actually grew up in a civil war,”
said Diallo. “I grew up where there
was a lot of poverty and watching
that while I was growing up has
really influenced me to join nonprofit organizations like UNICEF
to help those who are less fortunate than I am.”
Members of the club will also
be volunteering at the “#ChildrenFirst Vigil” on Sept. 18, a UNICEF
candlelight vigil at the United Nations that promotes child welfare.

chapter has already started the
process of planning fundraisers
and making contacts for the event.
Pazmino expressed that he and
other representatives from the
club are constantly recruiting new
members. The chapter will also
be involved in many upcoming
events, including the Breast Cancer Walk, the October club fair and
several bake sales.
CAC’s biggest event of the Fall
semester, according to Pazmino,
will be Kickoff, which is a series
of events intended to hype up
prospective attendees and give
them a glimpse into Relay for Life.
Kickoff is a compact simulation of
Relay for Life that consists of dozens of games and prizes. Although
the majority of these events do not
charge for admission, suggested
donations are encouraged.
If students do not donate,
however, purchasing a pass to
participate in Relay for Life also
helps contribute to the required
$40,000. Initially, each pass costs
$10, but the price increases to $20
as the date approaches. Relay for
Life usually earns about $10,000,
so most of the quota has to be
reached prior to the event.
Rumors circulated that Relay
for Life would be cancelled for this
academic year, following the news
of a surprisingly low Spring semester turnout.
“[The event] never officially got
canceled. Our previous president
said that it got canceled but it was
his way of sparking a fire. Student
population has been decreasing so
he thought this would be a good
way to increase or build interest for
Relay for next year,” Pazmino said.
The specific events that will be
happening at this year’s Relay for
Life are still unknown at this time.
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Voter registration efforts in
CUNY combat political apathy
With the Oct. 14 presidential election registration deadline in mind,
CUNY implemented its first university-wide initiative to encourage
students to register. On CUNYfirst, students can find their “NYS Voter
Registration Form,” a personalized voter registration form that can be
filled out and brought to select members of the Undergraduate Student
Government.
With many of the form’s fields pre-filled with information previously
provided by the student, all that is required of students is to fill out the
party affiliation, confirm whether they have previously voted and print
it out.
Baruch College has also worked closely behind this initiative, instructing all TEAM Baruch peer mentors to distribute voter registration
forms to their Freshman Seminar classes. The USG is also working to
register students by hosting a voter registration drive with other clubs
on Sept. 27 on the 25th Street Plaza, a day after the first presidential debate takes place. As an incentive, USG is offering a $250 co-sponsorship
to the club that registers the most students.
Baruch’s initiative to encourage higher voter turnout works hard
against reducing voter apathy, particularly among millennials. By providing students with an easier means of registering to vote, it reduces
one of the few hurdles left in the voting process.
All that is left for students to do is mail their forms in, find out
where their voting site is and vote. This initiative eases the voting process, which, in the United States, usually requires citizens to take action on their own. Countries like France and Sweden automatically
register their citizens to vote, a move that was credited for increasing
voter turnout.
The push to register 18-year-old freshmen is a great start in encouraging students to get more involved with the political process. It reduces voter apathy and diminishes the stigma that millennials do not vote
or care about their national government. In the 2012 presidential election, two-thirds of CUNY students who were registered to vote voted.
Although it is not guaranteed, this initiative may result in greater turnout among CUNY students.
CUNY should also encourage students to get more involved with
and informed about their local governments. For example, the institution could encourage students who are New York City residents to learn
more about local politicians and primaries. However, it is important to
note that while registering is the first and most essential step required
in order to be able to vote, a high registration rate may not correlate
with an increase in voter turnout.

Brazil’s instability may halt progress
The government of Brazil has recently confirmed its involvement
in and support of the Paris Agreement on climate change. Since Brazil
is one of the top contributors to greenhouse gas emissions worldwide,
this is a step in the right direction toward combatting climate change.
Brazil’s actions may inspire other nations to act accordingly in order to
alleviate the drastic level at which climate change is occurring.
The climate agreement allows nations to set their own goals regarding emission reduction. The new Brazilian President Michel Temer,
who replaced Dilma Rousseff upon her resignation, aims to reduce
emissions by as much as 37 percent by the end of 2025.
Brazil’s promise to reduce waste is necessary and an important
stride in the right direction. While it may encourage other nations and
allied powers of Brazil to do the same, the question of whether Brazil
will follow through with the accord remains to be seen. Despite the fact
that the Brazilian people have a new president who seems to be in total
support of enacting legislation in favor of fewer emissions, corruption
still remains. The Brazilian economy has also been on a decline. The
notion that Brazil would like to contribute to the fight against negative
climate change is pleasant but, perhaps, a bit far-fetched.
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Slave descendants call for atonement
Georgetown University has an obligation to pay reparations in the form of tuition to slave descendants

I

n June, an African-American
employee at Yale University
shattered a stained glass window that depicted slavery. Charges
against the employee were eventually dropped, but the dark past
of universities and their affiliations with slavery were brought
back into an increasingly relevant
conversation of ongoing racism in
the United States. Traces of slavery
and racism are becoming more
apparent on campuses across the
country in architecture, art and
building names.
At Georgetown University, a
Jesuit school, a movement rose
to highlight the sale of 272 slaves.
It resulted in the removal of the
names of two college presidents,
Rev. Thomas F. Mulledy and Rev.
William McSherry, from all school
buildings, as they were deemed responsible for this transaction.
John J. DeGioia, president of
Georgetown, announced additional steps that will be taken to help
mend the mistakes of the past. This
includes giving preferential status
in admission to descendants of the
272 slaves, as well as an apology, a
memorial and a mass of reconciliation with national Jesuit leadership.
Georgetown’s idea of reconciliation and apology to the families of
the 272 slaves it sold to pay off its
financial debt in 1838 is arrogant
and solely focused on the image
of the university. Its efforts do not
seem directed toward the benefit of
the slave descendants. Issuing an

apology and giving preferential status in admissions to the university
is disrespectful to the families of
the 272 slaves. The emotional suffering that this incident caused has
an infinite value that could never
be mended. It is reported that the
monetary value of the transaction
would be equivalent to about $3.3
million today.
Why would DeGioia and the rest
of Georgetown administration staff
assume that these people would
want to attend a university that sold
their ancestors for financial reasons? Instead of giving preferential
status to these descendants, a privilege usually bestowed upon children of alums, why not give scholarships to students if they choose to
attend Georgetown? The university
should instead create a scholarship
fund that consists of $3.3 million in
grants. This would be the first step
toward helping the descendants go
to school where they feel comfortable doing so.
Giving a leg up to descendants
does not account for the necessary reparations needed to make
amends. Taking action to improve
lives is a better apology than removing names from buildings or
giving the possibility of acceptance
to the institution.
A committee looked into
Georgetown’s connections to slavery and the results were worse than
expected. The committee’s findings revealed that the institution
depended financially on its slave

transactions ever since its inception in 1789. Findings also showed
that slaves were not only found on
the Jesuit plantations, but had also
been recruited to work for students
and school elites. The selling of the
272 slaves helped fund much of
Georgetown’s current architecture.
Walking across many historical
college campuses can serve as a
reminder of the country’s shocking
past. Slavery takes up an enormous
part of U.S. history. Erasing these
signs, whether found in paintings
or symbols, is essential to making
African-American students comfortable in a setting that boasts an
absolutely embarrassing history of
racism and prejudice.
Protests from students and
staff, the breaking of a window or
a trending news story should not
be the reason an institution finally
takes responsibility for its mistakes.
The leaders of these universities
should be proactive in owning up
to the past and making a difference
in the future. It is disappointing to
see that many universities are only
open to change when they see possible backlash that can result in
negative attention.
There is no real way to mend
the pain of the past, but the situation presents the educational sector with a great opportunity to help
build a future of inclusion, diversity
and opportunity.
-Braden Carter
Journalism ‘17
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round the world, iPhones
are falling victim to what
consumers and technology experts have referred to as the
touch disease. It interferes with the
phone’s ability to register a person’s touch inputs on the screen,
which either severely handicaps
the device’s functionality or renders it completely useless.
Consumers have responded to
what they believe is negligence on
Apple’s part by filing a class-action
lawsuit. It accuses Apple of fraud
and violating California’s consumer
protection laws. It also claims that
the company hid the defect and
has not addressed the problem in
any way. The telling symptom of an
iPhone that has the touch disease
is a flickering gray bar at the top of
the screen. Soon after the gray bar
appears, the phone’s touchscreen
becomes unresponsive.
According to the lawsuit, the
cause of this problem is the lack of a
metal shield that protects the chips
responsible for reading touch-

screen inputs. Without the shield,
it is easier for the chips to detach
from the phone’s logic board and
this lack of protection makes the
iPhone 6 and 6 Plus, as stated by
the lawsuit, “Substantially less durable to foreseeable and reasonable
use by consumers and ultimately
causes the touchscreen defect.”
To add insult to the injury, customers whose phones were afflicted with the touch disease have not
received assistance from Apple. The
company has reportedly refused to
fix phones with this problem. Customers who have contacted Apple
Care or entered an Apple store for
repairs related to touch disease
were told that their phones could
not be fixed and they would need
to purchase a replacement iPhone,
which can cost over $300.
There are specialists who can
repair the touchscreen chips for a
cheaper price, but Apple has not
mentioned this option as an alternative to customers with the touch
disease. With iPhones dropping

in global market share this year
and the recent public reveal of the
iPhone 7, it is likely that Apple does
not want to garner any negative
press that could hurt sales, which
explains why the company is ignoring its customers’ complaints.
The last thing the company
wants is for potential consumers to
perceive the iPhone as an unreliable, shoddy product. By choosing
to ignore the problem, Apple got
hit with a lawsuit, which is probably worse publicity than defective smartphones. Apple must do
something substantial to remedy
the touch disease problem, like repairing, recalling or replacing afflicted phones. If it had responded
quickly to the situation instead of
ignoring it, both current and potential customers would hold Apple in
higher regard. An iPhone is a premium product, so it should come
with premium service.
-Jahvon Meadows
Accounting ‘19
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Students should peruse Schlafly shapes Republican ideals
THE POLITICKER
CUNY’s capital plan
THE USG REPORT

DANIEL DORNBAUM

C

UNY administration recently released a revised
copy of their five-year
master plan titled “The Connected University CUNY Master
Plan 2016-2022.” The document
outlines the next five years of the
university on a general level and
includes student population expectations, requests for university
funding, campus capital projects
and much more. For students of
both CUNY and Baruch College,
a few things from this plan should
catch their eyes.
First, the five-year plan was not
distributed effectively to the mass
student population even though
everything in the document pertains directly to students. This is
an issue that should have been addressed because there are countless ways to engage students in the
process. Faculty from the administration are able to get the word out
using campus newspapers, email
blasts from local college administrators and even social media
campaigns. Students should be
able to learn about the future of
their university without having to
navigate through the trenches of
the university website to find the
document.
Secondly, in the plan, the university once again calls for tu-

ition increases. This is extremely
disappointing as the university
acknowledges the need for additional funding but insists on
relying on the money in students’
pockets. Administrators state the
importance of investing state and
city funds into our university but
wish to burden the students even
further. By calling for tuition hikes,
they let the state officials, who refuse to invest more in CUNY, off
the hook.
On a lighter note, CUNY’s
five-year capital plan highlights
Baruch’s Field Building on 23rd
Street and Lexington Avenue as a
sight for major renovations. Currently, we are in Phase 1A in which
an initial $90 million will only
scratch the surface of renovations
the building needs.
If any of these issues strike your
core, the Undergraduate Student
Government participates in lobbying efforts at the state and city level
to give legislators the student perspective. We travel to Albany and
City Hall to meet with members of
the State Assembly, State Senate
and City Council in order to discuss the importance of investing
in CUNY and maintaining an affordable public school education.
On a more local level, we register
students to vote on campus and
hold town halls and information
sessions on key Baruch issues.
Students have a lot on their
minds but I implore you all to stay
in tune with university and college-wide issues. It may affect you
more than you think.
Daniel Dornbaum is the president of USG. He can be reached at
daniel.dornbaum@usgbaruch.
com. His office is located at 3-272
in the Newman Vertical Campus.

REUVEN GLEZER

E

ven if you have not heard of
Phyllis Schlafly, you might
have heard about her passing. More importantly, you probably have not noticed how her
legacy affected the way the Republican Party approaches its stance
on women’s rights in the United
States.
She did not think the GOP had
to worry itself with something she
thought was essentially figured out
long ago. Schlafly was the icon for
U.S. women’s conservatism, an average mom who felt she represented the silent majority’s pinnacle of
womanhood. In her declarations
against feminism and the more
liberal sectors of the Republican
Party, she became an important
piece of the second New Right,
the normative strain of U.S. conservatism that emerged in 1964.
To Schlafly, the role of the United
States was to remain a sovereign
power in the world and the role of
the U.S. woman was to be a mother
first and everything else second.
It is easy to see her ideas take
hold in the GOP’s current party
platform and social stratagem, a
mix of a social infantilization of
women and political control over
the way women want to lead their
lives. Schlafly became a pocket reference for the modern Republican
approach to women’s rights. Most
of her thoughts went back to women taking care of babies instead of

doing anything else. It is not hard
to see why the GOP’s blunders toward gender equality in the United States seem less like blunders
and more like a guide from an
outdated playbook. Most of her
thoughts went back to women taking care of babies instead of doing
anything else.
When the Equal Rights Amendment, a constitutional amendment
that was designed in the hopes
of guaranteeing equal rights for
women, went up for ratification in
Congress, Schlafly wasted no time.
While the ERA was already fairly
controversial for having been an
internal strife within the feminist
movement since its original drafting in 1923, Schlafly’s involvement made it seem like an attack
on what she believed were privileges enjoyed by housewives. With
Schlafly’s mobilization, the ERA
died in Congress.
The same year, Schlafly began
her crusade against the ERA. She
founded the Eagle Forum, an interests group designed to promote
conservative values within the
United States. Eagle Forum became Schlafly’s conduit for influence within the GOP, with ideologies ranging from U.S. disinvolvement from the United Nations to
the defunding of Planned Parenthood. In some ways, Eagle Forum
acted as her personal megaphone.
In a piece written for their newsletter, she argued that the ERA
meant not only the end of financial
support for housewives, but also
government-funded abortions and
the rise of homosexual teachers in
the education system.
This old-school brand of ‘50s
Americana that Schlafly tried to
wrap her ideals in was as effective as it was destructive. Unfortunately for Schlafly, the educational
system has not been corrupted by
LGBT teachers in the classroom

nor has the moral fabric of the
United States been torn apart by
legal birth control.
The struggles of women demanding legitimacy and the associated feminist movements have
been tremendous and, in some
ways, forgotten. Hunger strikes answered with feeding tubes and incarceration, photographs of public
assemblies and signs demanding the vote and stories about
young women dying because of
back-alley abortions because they
could not safely terminate their
fetuses are still vivid memories.
More recently, the moment Donald Trump accused Megyn Kelly of
being on her period after she gave
him tough questions on a panel remind many of the plights that are
still left for many women.
The world does not need any
more petty binaries, especially
ones that Schlafly happily propagated for some imaginary social
strength that she claimed the
United States was in danger of
losing. The moments where she
would thank her husband for allowing her to speak, specifically to
annoy feminists, were a slap in the
face of every woman who struggled to take control of their personhood. The demand to return
to an older social order is usually
called by those who have nothing
to lose and nothing to gain. The
change is nothing—it is the power
to create such a change that drives
these people.
Schlafly undoubtedly believed
that what she did was for the better of her country. Her spiritual
successors in the GOP, however,
imagine that it is just the way that
social order should be. It is almost
as if there is an underlying societal structure that they believe
grants them such a power. Perhaps
Schlafly could have provided a
more articulate answer.

G20 leaders ostracize Obama’s platform Kaepernick faces attacks
The discussion of relations with Asia prompted hostility from world leaders toward President Obama

Straying from protocol should not warrant shame and harassment

B

T

arack Obama flew to China
to attend the G20 meeting
in Hangzhou in late August
to stake new flags in Asia and reaffirm the role of the United States as
the world’s leading economy.
He faced quite a hostile reception. China’s president and host of
the meeting tried to humiliate the
U.S. president while Philippines’
President Rodrigo Duterte crudely
insulted him.
Obama went into the meeting
as a president with a mission before his term ran out in January
2017. His cool eye never lost sight
of his agenda as the looming shadow of the end of his second term
in office figured prominently in his
designs.
The G20 is an informal, yearly
gathering of heads of state, finance
ministers and central bank governors that has been occurring
since 1999.
Xi Jinping, China’s president,
chaired the G20 Summit of Finance Ministers and Central Bank
Governors as the opening act of
the August meeting.
At the meeting, Jinping offered
China’s blueprint for global economic growth as a substitute for
any plan offered by Obama.
From the start, the ambiance
was less than cordial since Washington and Beijing still remain at
odds over issues such as human
rights, predatory policies in international trade and freedom of
the sea, cyberwarfare, monetary
policy and global warming. Little
was expected to be accomplished
during this G20 meeting.
The meeting at Hangzhou
proved an exception in at least
one area—global warming. After
20 years of contention, the United States submitted plans to the
United Nations meant to reduce

climate change.
On the topic of global trade,
little was accomplished. China relies on exports owing to economic
weaknesses in Europe and North
America and its own inability to
transition into a consumer society.
As for human rights, China’s
position seems unequivocal—it
objects to any interference in its
internal affairs, especially interference from the United States.
It was precisely in the area of
human rights that Duterte scornfully addressed Obama for his
criticism of the new Filipino president’s policies. By the orders of
Duterte, police officers in the Philippines have been murdering drug
users which Obama criticized as
human rights violations.
Duterte made it clear that the
Philippines was no longer a colony of the United States. However,
belittling a strong military ally and
a country that has taken his side
in the South Sea dispute against
China may be later regarded as
a mistake.
Moreover, Obama showed his
mettle as an excellent politician
and strategist. He chose to downplay expressions of ill will by dismissing them with a mere cluck of
his tongue and turned his attention to other issues that could possibly reach a decision.
Oddly enough, Obama appeared to bolster the Trans-Pacific
Partnership that is currently facing opposition at home. However,
coverage on this matter remains
sparse or hidden in subtle details.
The gathering of the 20 nations’ leaders provided Obama
with a platform to patch up holes
in U.S. strategy in the Middle East
and with Turkey’s President Recep
Tayyip Erdogan.
After a failed coup against him,

Erdogan blamed the United States
for having a hand in it and for harboring the alleged plotter Fethullah Gulen.
Obama, renowned for his
compromising nature and bridgebuilding tactics, assured Turkey of
maintaining its friendship with the
United States. He guaranteed that
the United States would recognize
that Turkey is a valuable and trusted ally and encouraged Erdogan to
participate fully in the war against
the Islamic State in Syria.
If relations between China and
the United States are cool, their
relations with Russia are subzero.
Obama does not like Vladimir Putin and Putin’s feelings are mutual.
Their bone of contention lies within the Ukraine, Crimea, the extension of NATO to Russian borders
and Washington’s revival of the
Cold War.
Obama’s initiative to reinforce
the presence of the United States
in Asia has roiled China much
more as it energetically challenges
U.S. post-World War II dominance.
Obama is abusing the fear that
Asian nations have of China by
mending fences with Laos and
Vietnam and encouraging other
ASEAN countries to withstand
China’s encouragement to side
with Beijing.
Obama’s last trip as president to
Asia is subject to various interpretations. It is a mixed bag as shadow
play of the rivalry between China
and the United States plays out.
After all, the real work, it seems,
is done in corridors and private
meetings on the side, where heavy
lobbying is carried out. Time will
only tell whether or not his efforts
will prevail in the long run.
-Robert Cambria
Journalism

he San Francisco 49er’s
quarterback Colin Kaepernick is facing backlash because of his decision to sit during
“The Star Spangled Banner,” the
anthem played before many U.S.
sports games. Most people stand
and place their right hand over
their heart as a way to express patriotism and honor the military
troops fighting overseas.
Kaepernick has faced serious
backlash because of his refusal to
stand up for the national anthem.
He has been deemed unpatriotic
and was accused of disrespecting
the country and the troops that
fight for it. Kaepernick, however,
seems to think that the cause is
worth its potential consequences.
Kaepernick is protesting the
current status of race relations in
the United States. He is specifically
taking a stand for victims of police
brutality. He attempts to justify his
actions by his conscience; he does
not think that it is right to stay silent while innocent people are
killed by cops who, according to
an original statement, “don’t have
the same amount of training as a
cosmetologist.” He sees himself
as blessed by the opportunities he
has been given, but indicates that
he is going to “continue to stand
with the people that are being oppressed” by refusing to stand for
the anthem before games.
Since “The Star Spangled Banner” symbolizes pride in being a
U.S. citizen, critics are saying that
he must be ashamed to be a citizen. The anthem is about honoring the troops that allow Kaepernick, along with the rest of the U.S.
population, to live freely and safely
in this country. It is not an anthem
dedicated to issues regarding police brutality or systematic oppression so, by not standing with

the crowd, critics say he must be
ashamed.
Citizens and government administration of the United States
often advocate for the expression of patriotism. They ask U.S.
citizens to place their hands over
their hearts and stand up during
both the recitation of the Pledge of
Allegiance and the singing of the
national anthem. However, we do
not necessarily have to follow every custom set forth in this country. We have our flaws as a country,
especially when it comes to civil
rights, and these issues do not get
the attention and action they deserve. Kaepernick’s actions were
not violent and were not violating
any laws. This is not the the first
symbolic protest dealing with race
in the United States and it most
certainly will not be the last.
Perhaps some of the people
who are offended that an NFL
player refused to stand are superpatriots who think the United
States can do no wrong. Even President Barack Obama has come out
to defend Kaepernick’s actions
saying, “I’d rather have young
people who are engaged in the argument than people who are just
sitting on the sidelines not paying
attention at all.” The fact that this
scandal is getting more backlash
than the people he is speaking up
for is upsetting and disappointing.
Kaepernick’s actions are meant to
serve as a reminder that a bigger
problem exists: millions of people
are oppressed every day in this
country but they do not get media
attention or publicity, so they are
left in the dark. Kaepernick is at
the least trying to offset that media
imbalance.
-Meghan Daly
Marketing ‘18
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Zuckerberg’s initiative creates legacy Clients need protection
Zuckerberg’s Internet.org enterprise promises to bring internet to Middle East and Sub-Saharan Africa

Dropbox need to provide more security measures for its customers

T

O

he hopes and dreams of
Facebook founder Mark
Zuckerberg went up in
smoke and flames as a SpaceX
rocket carrying a $200 million satellite exploded on the launching
pad in Cape Canaveral, Florida.
This satellite was an integral
part of Facebook’s Internet.org initiative, which was launched in August 2013. Zuckerberg propelled
the initiative in order to provide
free internet to the Sub-Saharan
Africa, the Middle East and parts
of Europe. Facebook teamed up
with a French satellite company to
launch the Amos-6 satellite. However, its destruction from an unexplained explosion set back the
ambitious project.
The rocket in question was the
Falcon 9, developed by SpaceX
with financial support from NASA.
SpaceX is owned by Elon Musk,
who is the current CEO of Tesla.
This is not the first time the Falcon
9 has caused problems. In June
2015, a Falcon 9 rocket carrying
cargo to the International Space
Station fell apart in flight, leading
to a rocket explosion.
These incidents will most likely
cause NASA to reconsider its decision to let SpaceX carry astronauts
to the ISS. Such missions were
scheduled to start at the end of
next year.
Despite this recent major setback, Zuckerberg continues to
push the initiative to deliver basic
connectivity to several locations.
He has struck deals with multiple
phone companies in order to make
certain web services, including
Facebook, free.
The Connectivity Lab at Facebook has been experimenting with
drones as a potential tool to deliver wireless internet access. The
drone program is called “Aquila.”

During a trip to the Vatican City,
Zuckerberg presented a model of
the Aquila drone to Pope Francis,
who seemed to be incredibly open
to Zuckerberg’s innovative idea to
spread internet connectivity across
the world.
Unfortunately, not everyone
shares the vision of Internet.org.
Many do not want Facebook to be
the purveyor of free internet access, fearing that Facebook will
have too much control over what
people can and cannot access.
This fear originates from the fact
that Facebook is heavily regulating which sites could be accessed
through its Free Basics Program.
Facebook claims that only websites that meet their criteria can
take part in it. Websites such as
Wikipedia, BBC, and weather and
health reports, for example, made
the cut.
This concern has caused some
obstructions for the social media
titan. In February, local opposition
forced India’s telecommunications
agency to ban the Free Basics Program in the country. Though India
banned it, the program still continues to exist in 36 other nations,
connecting more than 19 million
people worldwide.
Zuckerberg was undeterred by
this concern. In a Facebook post,
he conveyed disappointment but
maintained his determination
to provide internet connectivity
to India and the world. The reason for this tenacious determination in the face of explosions or
regulations has to be none other
than legacy.
Zuckerberg sees this as a
chance to link billions of people in
untapped markets, which is why
he wants to provide them with
easy access to online service. This
would not only serve Facebook’s

business interests but it would also
create a more connected world.
David Kirkpatrick, the author
of The Facebook Effect, says Zuckerberg is “so determined that this
is a matter of personal obsession
with him.” More importantly, if his
efforts prove successful, it would
help create a legacy that Zuckerberg would be proud to leave behind. If this initiative is successful,
Zuckerberg could leave his mark
on this world for centuries to come.
Everyone in the world should
have access to internet. It is both
an economic and an educational
opportunity. Internet access allows for better communication
and coordination during disaster
relief efforts, which is an essential
tool for saving as many lives as
possible.
The initiative might allow the
world’s poorest nations to access primary healthcare. Doctors
might be able to diagnose diseases
from hundreds of miles away. Finally, and most importantly, the
internet allows for camaraderie
across borders and nationalities,
which helps foster a more democratic society on a larger and more
ambitious scale.
The Internet.org initiative is
an important and ambitious project. Providing internet access to
the world has a host of benefits.
The internet, since its inception,
has changed the world for the better, revolutionized business practices and changed the way we live
our life.
As Zuckerberg said, free basic
internet access should be as easy
as dialing 911. Hopefully his initiatives will be reached without issue
in the coming years.
-Davon Singh
Digital Marketing ‘17

n Aug. 31, Dropbox announced a major security
breach of usernames and
encrypted passwords. As a result
of the breach, about 70 million account credentials were stolen. It is
believed that the breach happened
because Dropbox users supposedly used simple passwords, or used
the same password across all or
most of their accounts.
After cracking the passwords,
hackers can find similar usernames, and use their Dropbox
passwords in order to log onto other platforms such as their email,
Facebook, Twitter and Instagram
accounts. Dropbox says that it is
doing as much as it can in order to
secure the user accounts by resetting passwords. If internet users
rely on the same password for their
Dropbox and other social media
and emails, hackers can easily get
into any of these account. According to HackRead, a major technology and cyber security news
platform, the user credentials and
encrypted passwords are easy to
hack if the hackers have the right
tools, such as a HashKiller.
Contributors on the Dark Web,
a part of the internet that requires
special software in order to access,
are also selling Twitter, MySpace
and LinkedIn credentials. It is important to ask what these companies are doing in order to protect
our information.
Dropbox, among other companies, claims that it is taking preventative measures. One would
think that after a major breach like
this, it would heavily encrypt the
server that contains the credentials of their clients. One would
also think that it would force users
to reset their passwords routinely
like Google does in order to protect people using their accounts

across multiple devices. Because
Dropbox is not the only cloud
service that exists on the market,
Dropbox users may opt to use other websites, especially if they have
Google or iCloud accounts. Using
Google Drive and iCloud are much
easier when all emails and files are
saved on the same server.
However, none of these companies are off the hook. Now more
than ever, they should all be held
highly responsible to protect their
clients’ personal information. The
problem seems to lie in the online
security measures that Dropbox
and other websites require when
there is a false login. Prevention
requires that a solution exists before a potential problem may arise.
Dropbox now uses two forms
of authentication, which include
a password and a site-generated
pin that has to be sent as a text
message from the user’s primary
phone. Google also has a similar
authentication system that allows
a linked phone to vouch for any
device used to open an account.
Therefore, if the device in conjunction is not present, no one can get
into the account, which provides
the ultimate safety measure. Perhaps the rest of the responsibility
from here on out falls on the consumers. As long as they do not use
the same password for every account, it remains unlikely that they
will get hacked.
But there are other matters that
Dropbox has to keep in mind. Most
people, for example, use security questions to strengthen their
accounts. It is both the responsibility of consumers and these service companies to safeguard their
accounts.
-Vinceht Gchanglerth
Psychology ‘18

Pope befittingly grants
Mother Teresa sainthood

Political beliefs do not shape character

P

he two major sides of the
political spectrum seem to
have an idealized enemy
that is not representative of the
entire party as a whole. Both liberals and conservatives alike use
this straw man argument to identify their own party’s antithesis.
They use stereotypes to create ugly
portraits and reinforce them with
cherry-picked examples of people
who fit the mold of these political
boogiemen.
For liberals, there is the idea
of the racist hillbilly—the gun toting, anti-gay, pro-life, religious
bigot who represents everything
that is wrong with the Conservative Party. For conservatives, there
is the image of the social justice
warrior. Conservatives revert back
to the example of the overly sensitive millennial who wishes to create safe spaces to hide away from
critics or rhetoric that goes against
their own echo chamber. The same
way that the Conservative Party
has an issue with racism, liberals
have an issue with oversensitivity
and, while well-meaning, an issue
with censorship.
To back up their straw man argument, liberals are quick to point
out Republican presidential candidate Donald Trump’s extremely

ope Francis named Mother
Teresa a saint in a canonization Mass on Sunday,
Sept. 4. One hundred thousand
tickets were distributed for the
monumental event in Vatican
City. The worshippers that day
included nuns from the Missionaries of Charity, a multitude of
cardinals and bishops, leaders of
state governments and Queen Sofia of Spain.
Mother Teresa’s commitment
to her faith and care toward the
poor was truly exceptional. The
people of India endured many
challenges during her time, including droughts, homelessness
and an adherence to a rigid caste
system. Mother Teresa began to
work on her massive project in
order to address these hardships.
In 1952, she established a home
for the dying called Nirmal Hriday. Nuns would bathe and feed
ill people. They additionally provided overall comfort and love
to the sick. The Missionaries of
Charity, a group also founded by
Mother Teresa, constructed its
first children’s home, Shishu Bhavan, in 1955. There, orphans were
housed, sheltered, fed and given
medical attention.
To become a saint, a diocesan
bishop must examine the life of
the person who passed at least five
years after his or her death, and
evaluate if the person had divinity and integrity. If it is determined
that the person led a life of integrity, the bishop recommends him
or her to the pope. If the pope believes that the individual had heroic virtue, he or she will be called
venerable. Then a miracle needs to
be connected with prayers made
to that person after his or her passing. Canonization occurs after a
second miracle happens.

Despite her accomplishments,
Mother Teresa’s life was subject to
widespread controversy. Several
people pointed out that the homes
for the poor were not clean and
that the nuns did not treat their
patients well. Hindu groups, such
as Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh,
said that Mother Teresa simply
asked Indians to be disciples
of Christianity. Because of this,
some natives of Kolkata, the city in
which Mother Teresa established
her renowned groups and aid,
believe that she painted their city
negatively to the rest of the world.
Despite these accusations,
Mother Teresa deserved to be
named a saint. Historically, her
whole life was a quest for altruism. She was a humanitarian who
upheld the traditional values of
honor and virtue, an achievement
recognized by the pope. It takes
commitment to live such a life and
someone who is truly remarkable
to transform the world like Mother
Teresa did. She is worthy of the
praise she receives.
Mother Teresa is an inspiration
because she is a reminder that
selflessness is a wonderful trait to
have, a trait seldom shown during
times of distress. People may have
the tendency to think that hospitality is a flaw since many people
are taken advantage of due to
their compassion in today’s world.
However, this kindness should
not be mistaken as a synonym for
fragility, but rather for strength. It
is admirable that Mother Teresa
took it upon herself to practice
these qualities and one should always practice generosity for it will
have a greater impact on the world
around us.
-Maya Yegorova
Journalism ‘20

Stereotypes regarding party affiliation should not create assumptions about an adherent’s personality

T

It is important to
understand that there are
people who do not subscribe
to these stereotypes and
that there are many more
nuances within the
spectrum of politics.

bigoted rhetoric. His comments
against Mexicans and Muslims
as well as the party’s historic issues with racism have prevailed
throughout his entire campaign.
The underlying questions of
whether or not the GOP is racist
and what percentage of them are
racist are difficult to answer.
Nate Silver and Allison McCann
wrote a long blog in 2014 on this
issue, comparing white democrats
versus white republicans. They
compiled data from the General
Social Survey, a survey conducted
by the University of Chicago that
looks into beliefs of the citizens of
the United States. While white republicans on average believe more
strongly on seemingly racist ideology, the differences between the
two compared groups are generally miniscule.
An overall index of negative
racial attitudes from 1990 to 2012
shows a downward trend in both
white democrats and white republicans. Even the difference between
the two groups is only 8 percent, so
the partisan divide exists, but only
minimally. Twenty-seven percent
of white republicans and 19 percent of white democrats agree on
certain negative racial attitudes. If
the GOP does indeed have an issue
with race, it does not seem that the
issue is as big as liberals would like
to make it out to be.
As for conservatives, there are
cases of liberalism gone wrong that
can be referred to in order to reinforce their negative ideas of liberals. Two events that highlight this
are the Black Lives Matter protest
at the University of Missouri and
the Melissa Click incident in 2015,
where a photojournalist’s First
Amendment rights were violated
in order to create a safe space.
Conservative brawler and Bre-

itbart editor Milo Yiannopoulos
toured several colleges within the
United States last year. He is a controversial figure whose presence
led to mass protest and attempts to
stop him from speaking.
His critics see him as a hatemonger and see this as enough
reason to stop him from coming to
their campuses. While censorship
in this case is well-intended in order to avoid offense, it goes too far.
The condemnation of uncomfortable discourse limits the open exchange of ideas. The fear of being
offended is not an excuse to censor
someone.
The same way that racism is not
reflective of conservative ideology,
sensitivity is not reflective of democrats. This is not a shaming of progressive ideas or culture. Rather, it
is important to point out what extreme and unproductive forms to
which these ideas can lead.
The conversation should not be
focused on whether or not conservatives are racist or whether or not
liberals are overly sensitive. Rather,
the conversation should be about
addressing that there is poison in
both wells. It should become about
addressing the negative aspects on
both sides of the spectrum.
It is important to understand
that there are people who do not
subscribe to these stereotypes and
that there are many more nuances
within the spectrum of politics. By
understanding that these boogiemen do not exist, or at least that
they are not as prevalent as media
would have you believe, political
discourse can return to the exchange of ideas that it should be
and not the ad hominem attacks
that it has become.
-Calvin Rong
Psychology ‘17
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Business
Ribbon cutting ceremony unveils renovated Subotnick Center
CONTINUED FROM THE FRONT PAGE
The generous donation by Gale
Brewer, Manhattan’s borough
president, helped make substantial
upgrades including LED tickers, LED wall boards and CRT flat
screens that display 55 real-time
market data feeds and financial
analysis tools.
While the Center is mainly
utilized by Baruch students and
faculty members, some notable financial institutions that have previously conducted workshops and
training sessions at the Center include the New York Stock Exchange
and NASDAQ. In 2001, when the
city was recovering from the tragic
events of Sept. 11, two financial
firms that were displaced by the
terrorist attacks used the facility to
continue trading.
The Center contains four main
areas: the Development Classroom, the Research Facility, the
Seminar Room and the iconic Wasserman Trading Floor. With over 74
high-end operating workstations
and cutting-edge technology that
could simulate a real-life trading
environment, the Trading Floor is
one of the few instructional facilities of its kind.
On Thursday, Sept. 15, Baruch
College commemorated the modernization of the Wasserman Trading Floor at the Subotnick Financial
Services Center with a grandiose
ribbon cutting ceremony. Daniel
Dornbaum, president of Baruch’s
Undergraduate Student Government, and Brewer were invited to
speak at the momentous event.
“The technology provided in
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President Wallerstein, center, speaks with current Baruch students during the ribbon cutting ceremony at the Subotnick Center.
this upgrade will last for years to
come,” said Dornbaum. “Right now
on Wall Street, everything is being
done more virtually and the ability
to simulate that here will help Baruch students make the transition
later into the real world.”
Baruch President Mitchel B.
Wallerstein also gave his own remarks, thanking Brewer for her donation as well as the facility’s main
benefactors, Stuart Subotnick and
Sandra Wasserman.
“Given that the Center was established 16 years ago, this funding
was incredibly important because
it allowed us to modernize and update the technology,” Wallerstein
shared. “The technology that was
originally put in here was state-ofthe-art at the time, but now has become obsolete and so this contribution from the Borough President
has made an enormous difference.

It gives our students a real leg up
because when they go out to the
real world they already have exposure to the Bloomberg terminal and
a whole range of activities.”
Current members of the Investment Management Group, Wall
Street Club and the Financial Engineering team, which won this
year’s Rotman International Trading Competition, were also invited
to attend the spectacle. Baruch’s
master’s of financial engineering
program took down the ranks of
Ivy League giants MIT, Harvard and
Princeton, en route to their first
place finish.
“The fact that the Center is here
and that students can use it to compete nationally is what should happen and what makes me so proud
that it is happening,” said Brewer.
“Whether you are pursuing an
economics, finance, journalism or

technology degree, you are getting
a hands on experience with professional market systems, analytical
software and opportunities that
will give you a chance to compete
everywhere.”
Investment
Management
Group, a club led by students who
manage a real-money fund of
$250,000, also attended the event.
The group currently utilizes the
Center to do research in industry
groups that range from Consumer
Goods & Retail to Technology Media & Telecommunications. Zouhare Al-Baroudi, an economics
student at Baruch and the chief
investment officer for IMG, shared
how the new upgrades will benefit
the group’s efforts in the future.
“We conduct all of our research
and manage our portfolio systems
right from here. The trading floor
is the bread and butter for what it

is that we do at IMG.,” Al-Baroudi
said. “Going forward we are going to continue using it the way we
have done before and this time we
are going to add some mandatory
training for our incoming analysts
to really learn how to use Bloomberg inside and out.”
Following the remarks, guests
and attendees were invited for a
tour of the Wasserman Trading
Floor. Stuart Subotnick, who has
seen the development of the Center over the years, has been a key
contributor to its success since its
inception. He hopes that the Center will continue to grow and enhance the learning experience for
students for years to come.
“Seeing the government pay
attention to one of the best institutions is positive for both them
and the school,” said Subotnick.
“It is our job to make sure that the
Center keeps going and at a very
high level.”
Wasserman, also a Baruch graduate, shared that the reason why
she continues to give back to her
alma mater is because she wants
students to have the opportunities
to pursue their dreams, and most
importantly, enjoy their time at Baruch like she did.
“We feel very strongly about
educating the populace. The fact
that we had the opportunity to go
to college here, gave us the education that matched us against any
student,” Wasserman said. “This
school afforded us a wonderful
life and gave us the tools to move f
orward, and that’s what we’re hoping to do for the future generations
at Baruch.”

ECB decides to keep rates unchanged despite market uncertainty
BY KASANDRA STILL
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Amid recent events surrounding
the U.K. referendum vote to leave
the European Union, many people
are wondering how the vote will affect the economy.
On Thursday, Sept. 8, the European Central Bank conducted a
conference addressing various economic concerns and plans in regard
to the eurozone’s current economic
climate.
After much anticipation, ECB
President Mario Draghi revealed
that interest rates will remain as is
and there is no plan to expand the
bank’s quantitative easing program
beyond its March 2017 expiration
date. Members of the Frankfurtbased ECB conceded that the 80
billion euros per month bond
purchasing plan would continue
only if it is deemed necessary. According to The Guardian, Draghi
partially blames the Brexit vote for
raising uncertainty in the eurozone
economy.
The purpose of the ECB’s quantitative easing program is to control
inflation in order to encourage a
strong economy across the eurozone.
This is said to be accomplished
by central banks purchasing securities from banks with the intent to
persuade them to give out a greater
number of loans to the public, creating a positive economic cycle.
According to The Economist, this
process is supposed to stimulate the
economy, with the magazine claiming that, “Today, interest rates on
everything from government bonds
to mortgages to corporate debt are
probably lower than they would
have been without QE.”
With this in mind, it would make
sense that Draghi’s lack of interest
in extending the program would
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ECB President Mario Draghi announced plans to keep interest rates low and refrained from extending the bank’s QE program.
raise some concern. If the quantitative easing program were to stop,
according to the claim above, there
would be a good chance that interest rates could increase
According to Fox News, the
bank’s overall goal is to reach an
inflation rate just under 2 percent.
The ECB claims that this rate is representative of a strong economy.
Currently, the rate of inflation is at
a mere 0.2 percent. Considering
that the eurozone’s rate of growth is
slow, calls for additional reform are
warranted.
Fox reporters compared this
inflation rate with eurozone’s July
unemployment rate of 10.1 percent, suggesting other measures

are worth considering. Fox News
also notes that, “Any reduction in
forecasts for inflation make more
stimulus likely, if not this week then
in coming months.”
The statement was made before
Draghi addressed the public and
agrees with the opinions of other
analysts.
Opinions on Draghi’s decision
vary widely, with some saying that
it will hurt the economy, while others claim that it is not significant
enough to make much of a difference without additional economic
efforts in place.
Right now, the inflation rate is
at 0.2 percent, well below the ideal
level of 2 percent. However, improv-

ing economic data have experts
reassured that the economy is sturdy with steady increases in inflation
ahead.
There are varying views in terms
of how this might shape Europe’s
economic future, with some analysts under the impression that continuation of the quantitative easing
program is inevitable.
Nicholas Melhuish, head of
global equities at Amundi, spoke up
about the risk associated with the
termination of the quantitative easing program.
In his CNBC segment, he mentions that Draghi’s decision to not
extend quantitative easing is not following the push of the market. Mel-

huish expresses that the reason for
Draghi’s call may be linked with him
having a more positive outlook on
the European market. He also suggests that the internal politics of the
ECB may be more complicated than
they appear.
The Telegraph offers an interesting insight into the effects of the
ECB’s decision to not discuss the
quantitative easing program. According to their live timeline, the
markets closed with mixed results
following Draghi’s announcement
that there was no discussion to extend the ECB’s quantitative easing
initiative. The Telegraph explains
how stocks faced a drop after the
news was revealed.
It seems that the immediate results of this decision are uncertain.
Sir Charlie Bean, a board member
of the Office for Budget Responsibility, expressed a warning to
those attempting to make economic
forecasts.
In his opinion, more often than
not, forecasts are too generous, leaving governments unprepared for the
consequences of over-spending.
The pound faced a slight decrease
during intraday trading.
“Away from the euro, the pound
is trading below $1.33, having skidded into negative territory after
Draghi’s press conference,” according to The Telegraph.
In addition to the pound reacting to this lack of reform, Lukman
Otunuga expressed the imbalance
of the euro following Draghi’s press
conference. It seems that the immediate reaction to this decision by the
ECB is precarious and might call for
some attention.
Ultimately, the ECB will have to
monitor the behavior of the economy in relation to what they are able
to control, and the eurozone will
possibly see an extension within the
next six months.
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Disaster ensues as retailers scramble amid Hanjin’s collapse
BY PAUL JOH
BUSINESS EDITOR

Weaker global trade and stiffer
competition have fueled the downfall for many companies tied to the
ailing shipping industry, the most
recent downfall being Hanjin Shipping Co. Ltd.
The South Korean shipping line,
which is the seventh largest in the
world, filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection in its home country on Aug. 31 in wake of the company’s main creditor withdrawing
its support.
Korea Development Bank,
which took part in the cargo operator’s $5.5 billion debt restructuring
plan back in May, announced its
decision to halt any further spending toward the funding efforts.
Like many of its competitors,
Hanjin has been piling on debt
amid the sluggish freight rates and
has been under pressure by its
lenders to become profitable again.
Hanjin’s financial struggles have
led many port operators to turn the
carrier’s arriving cargo ships away
from their terminals. Creditors who
sought remedial action seized several Hanjin ships in order to cut
their losses.
However, as the holiday season
approaches, it seems retailers will
be the group most affected by the
recent series of events. Retailers
who are waiting for their shipments
to arrive are scurrying to find alternate carriers to deliver their goods
in time for the busy season. Most
will have to reconsider their expenses as shipping rates could also
increase.
According to the Wall Street
Journal, Drewry Shipping Consultants Ltd. reported that rates
could increase by 40 percent in the
short term.
Shippers, who currently have
their cargo stuck on the carriers,
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After ﬁling for bankruptcy protection earlier this month, Hanjin Shipping Co. secured $45 million of funding from Korean Air Lines.
have not been given a guarantee as to when they will retrieve
their items. It could take weeks
or months before a settlement is
reached.
In a letter to the U.S. Department of Commerce and the Federal Maritime Commission, Sandra
Kennedy, president of the Retail
Industry Leaders Association, addressed the concern that many
major U.S. retailers shared, stating
that, “While the situation is still developing, the prospect of harm is
significant and apparent.”
Kennedy further reports that
Hanjin is responsible for 7.8 percent of the trans-Pacific trade

volume for the U.S. market and
therefore its “impact on importers
and exporters is having a ripple effect throughout the global supply
chain.”
Individual ship owners who
lease to Hanjin will also be impacted by the sudden demise of
the cargo company; 61 of the 98
ships that are run under Hanjin are
chartered by third-party operators.
If the company undergoes liquidation, owners could be stuck with
their losses for several years.
The South Korean government
put the shipping carrier in a further
bind after rejecting its potential
merger with Hyundai Merchant

Marine.
Instead, the Seoul Central District postponed the date to submit
a rehabilitation plan to Dec. 23
and, in the meantime, encouraged
Hyundai to purchase the group’s
healthy assets.
For a long time, the shipping
industry has dealt with the issue
of keeping up with weakening demand for global trade.
Amid its mayhem, Hanjin has
also announced its departure from
the CKYHE Alliance, which includes China COSCO Holdings Co.
Ltd. and Evergreen Marine Corp.
Taiwan Ltd.
The news could give a boost to

its major competitors, like Maersk
Line and Haoa-Lloyd AG, which
have fought with Hanjin to gain
market shares in the past.
Less than a week after the initial
reporting of Hanjin’s turmoil, Judge
John Sherwood granted the shipping company Chapter 15 bankruptcy protection. The ruling gave
Hanjin extra time to fix its dilemma
and, more importantly, it prevented creditors from seizing the
company’s assets. While the decision was a bit of a relief for Hanjin,
it was only part of the solution, as
the company will still have to find
a way to pay cargo handlers as well
as docking fees if it wants to unload
its ships.
The Hanjin Group, Hanjin Shipping’s parent company, proposed
a plan to aid the cargo operator
by raising 100 billion won, or 90
million dollars, after it earned permission to dock four of its ships at
U.S. ports.
Korean Air Lines, which owns
33.2 percent of Hanjin Shipping
and is part of the larger conglomerate that makes up Hanjin Group,
agreed to back the plan by using
Hanjin Shipping’s Long Beach Terminal as part of the collateral.
Furthermore, Hanjin sought
approval from the South Korean
government to use an additional
$3.5 million to complete its U.S. deliveries for cargo already unloaded
at docks.
Hanjin’s collapse has left over
$14 billion worth of goods stranded
at sea. Ships that were originally
scheduled to unload at major terminals weeks ago are still roaming
around and waiting for further instructions from authorities.
Hanjin is in a race against
time—if it cannot figure out a way
to develop a rehabilitation plan
that restores the South Korean government’s faith in the company, it
could ultimately face liquidation.
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Arts & Style
Sidewalk becomes runway at Michael Kors’ 29Rooms space
BY TAFANNUM RAHMAN
ARTS & STYLE EDITOR

Twenty-nine interactive rooms
were filled with music, color, lights,
flowers, polaroids and smiles at
8 Ingraham Street from Sept. 9 to
Sept. 11. Art met fashion at Refinery29’s interactive art installation that collaborated with over 20
different artists and brands in East
Williamsburg during the New York
Fashion Week. Refinery29 presented its second annual “29Rooms” in
an 80,000-square-foot warehouse
set up as an interactive pop-up
art gallery.
This year’s theme was “Powered
by People,” meaning that attendees
had to interact with their surroundings to fuel the entertainment and
make the rooms come alive. Several celebrities and brands sponsored the rooms, including Lady
Gaga’s Born This Way Foundation,
Papyrus, Perrier, Ulta Beauty and
Michael Kors.
Michael Kors participated in
“29Rooms” as a way to introduce
and draw attention to their The
Walk campaign. The campaign is
Michael Kors’ first ever 360-degree street style campaign, which
launched on Aug. 31. The Walk
is led by a diverse group of women with distinct fashion senses,
including Nina Agdal, Solange
Knowles and Princess Olympia of
Greece. The ad campaign for the
fall/winter 2016 season comes with
a series of images shot by street
style photographer Tommy Ton
around New York City. The visuals
are complemented with a series
of videos featuring the campaign
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Reﬁnery29 collaborated with Michael Kors to create an interactive space at 29Rooms to draw attention to The Walk campaign.
stars doing their walk in their personally styled looks.
The brand’s space in “29Rooms,”
The Sidewalk is Your Runway, was
designed to look like the company’s Bleecker Street location, with a
runway where visitors were able to
pose with handbags from the newest fall collection and share GIFs
of the moments with friends on
social media. The luxury designer
Michael Kors used a double robot
camera for its installation at the
event to entertain attendees.
A digital street complete with
shops, flowers and the robot camera—controlled by an iPad—was
enough to make everyone feel like
they were strutting like a model
down the streets of New York.

The room was an interactive
playground, pushing fashionistas
to immerse themselves in the artist’s world and imprint their own
personal experiences. The room
put emphasis on creating a multisensory, shareable experience for
visitors.
The Walk is an interactive, shoppable experience on the Michael
Kors website where fans can post
street style photos of themselves
wearing the brand on Instagram
and Twitter with the hashtag #SidewalkSpotted. A similar concept was
displayed in the Brooklyn warehouse during the event to promote
the launch of the campaign and get
the word out. Fashion has the power to transform and evolve and this

room proved that you do not need
a runway to feel like a trendsetter.
The new handbags to the collection, named The Brooklyn, Isadore
and Mercer, all became a girl’s, and
sometimes even a guy’s, best friend
in the room. One of the featured
arm candies in the room was the
Brooklyn Grommet Suede Leather
Crossbody, which was inspired by
the iconic style of Warhol-era factory girls. The Crossbody was a
popular grab for GIFs and Instax
pictures, but it was the wide, guitar-inspired strap of the Brooklyn
Large Grommet Leather Feed Bag
that stole the hearts of the event’s
attendees, who expressed how the
bag reminded them of music festivals they went to, such as Electric

Daisy Carnival and Electric Zoo.
Tapping into a ‘70s-inspired
mood, the Isadore was easily a
popular choice to pose with for a
walk down the sidewalk runway.
Sleek, with a touch of modern, the
Isadore gave off retro-chic vibes
with its combination of suede, gilded trimmings and rounded lines.
This bag brought together vintage
and sophistication. Global fashionistas practiced their best selfie
faces, sported their trendiest outfits and bumped elbows while gazing at these fall fashion items.
The king of American jet-set
sportswear has turned into a multibillion-dollar company, positioning himself at the very center of
New York’s fashion scene. The
company currently has over 400
stores in 89 countries, with flagships in Dubai, Hong Kong, Istanbul, London, Milan, New York,
Paris, Seoul, Singapore and Tokyo.
The Walk campaign is a big
move for the brand. It is proof that
the fashion industry is embracing
street style photography, because
street style photographers like Ton
were seen as separate from the
industry. To continue celebrating
this digital and social campaign,
the company is bringing The Walk
to life again with a pop-up boutique located at 384 Bleecker Street
for the month of October.
The Sidewalk is Your Runway
became a space at “29Rooms,”
where trendsetters and fashion
lovers were able to snap, gram and
use the hashtag #SidewalkSpotted while getting the chance to
strut down a runway with pieces of
fall luxe.

Red Hot Chili Peppers release subtle, expressive album, The Getaway
BY LUIS LUCERO
STAFF WRITER

After a lengthy hiatus, the Red
Hot Chili Peppers have returned
with their long-awaited 11th studio album, The Getaway. This is
the band’s second album, third if
counting the 2013 B-side collection
I’m Beside You, as a main album.
The album features the current
lineup including Josh Klinghoffer
on guitar. Just like their previous album, I’m With You, the new album
marks another radical change in
the band’s history.
For the first time since signing
onto Warner Bros. Records over 25
years ago, the band has opted to record the album without their longtime producer Rick Rubin manning
the board. Similar to when longrunning guitarist John Frusciante
left the band for the second and final time in 2009, Rubin’s departure
brought about a major change in
the band.
While Frusciante established
the guitar blueprint, Rubin’s production, arrangement and engineering skills helped turn the Red
Hot Chili Peppers from a ragtag
cult band into an international
phenomenon that headlines stadiums and festivals all over the world.
While the last few albums were of
a good quality, the band came off
as though they were playing on
auto pilot.
Filling Rubin’s shoes is Brian
“Danger Mouse” Burton, a producer who first gained international
attention when he fused together
Jay-Z and The Beatles with 2004’s
The Grey Album.
Compared to the last six records
Rubin produced, Danger Mouse
has a much more prominent hand
in the overall songwriting of the album, receiving a co-writing credit
on five of the 13 tracks. He even
plays on some of the songs. Con-

tributing organ, synthesizers and
Mellotron, Burton further expands
the role of keyboards in the band’s
trademark funk sound.
Behind the control board, Danger Mouse decided to smoothen
out the band’s rough funk musical
image that Rubin emphasized during his tenure with the band.
While all the funk jam elements that define the Red Hot Chili
Peppers are still here and accounted for, Danger Mouse has married the band’s funk-metal roots
with his own psychedelia-inspired
sensibilities.
This is especially evident in
“Feasting on the Flowers,” and
“The Hunter,” two of his co-written songs. With its very noticeable
“trip-hop” influences scattered all
around, one could take the songs
as remnants of his Broken Bells
sessions.
The next big change for the album comes in the form of guitarist
Klinghoffer. The band’s previous
album, I’m With You, tasked him
with the challenge of following the
footsteps of beloved Frusciante.
As a result, his playing seemed to
be relegated to the background in
favor of Anthony Kiedis’ frenetic
rapping and Flea’s trademark bass
slapping.
Since Klinghoffer has worked
with Danger Mouse several times
prior to joining the Red Hot Chili
Peppers, he was brought more into
the songwriting fold, managing to
stand out in the band.
While Danger Mouse brought
about a few changes in the band,
many of the classic elements remain untouched. In spite of the
new musical tapestry, Kiedis’ lyrics are still as cathartic and irreverent as they have ever been. Subject
matter varies from serious topics,
like his deeply troubled personal
life, to even ludicrous themes.
Some bits of social commentary

are weaved into the album such
as the Donald Trump-inspired
satire “We Turn Red,” and the devastating “Goodbye Angels,” which
handles the topic of suicide and
society’s way of handling it. Moments like that are balanced by
songs with more humorous and
upbeat themes.
Songs like “Go Robot,” which
has Kiedis talking about mechanized sex and “Detroit,” an ode to
the Motor City and few of its wellknown artists, show a noticeable
difference from the band’s usual
shtick of writing about California.
While the lyrics themselves are not
horrible, they completely juxtapose
the more elaborate production of
the album for which Danger Mouse
was aiming.
Finally, there is the most im-

portant element of any album from
the Red Hot Chili Peppers—their
trademark funk rock sound.
Even with the added aura of
musical restraint brought about
by a new producer, the highly intense mixture of speedy rapping,
semi-bluesy guitar and a rapid fire
rhythm section is still here and accounted for and is just as potent as
it has ever been.
The subdued opening track carries a lot of influence from modern
pop artists, like HAIM, and is defined by muted guitar tones from
Klinghoffer. “Encore,” is probably
one of the calmest songs that the
Chili Peppers have put out in years,
in which Chad Smith’s percussion
does not advance more than mere
handclaps and a kick drum.
Without a doubt, the strang-

est song of them all is “Sick Love.”
Aside from the aforementioned cowriting credits with Danger Mouse,
this song is the only other track
to feature the band collaborating
with outside writers. In this case,
the legendary songwriting duo of
Bernie Taupin and Sir Elton John
play piano for the track. Musically
speaking, it comes off as a surreal,
but ultimately catchy, reggae reimagining of “Bennie and the Jets.”
While one chapter of the Red
Hot Chili Peppers’ history has come
to a close, a new one has opened
with The Getaway, and the musical
future of the band looks promising.
One can only hope that the band
and its new producer continue this
new pseudo-psychedelic direction
for however many albums that the
two make together.
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The Red Hot Chili Peppers’ eleventh album marks a changing of hands in the Peppers camp as there is a change in producer.
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Sully shows heroic moments, aftermath of Hudson miracle
REEL REVIEWS

BENJAMIN WALLIN
Hollywood has a trend of regularly producing content with which
people already have a connection.
The audience either knows the
characters from pre-existing films
or recognizes them from real life.
This leads to the creation of biopics like The Walk, Steve Jobs, The
Theory of Everything, The Imitation
Game, the upcoming Snowden and
the recently released Sully, directed
by Clint Eastwood.
Tom Hanks is the perfect fit
for the title role. He is the lovable
American father archetype that everybody wants to trust and believe
in. On Jan. 15, 2009, Captain Chesley “Sully” Sullenberger landed
a damaged plane in the Hudson
River, saving the lives of all passengers and crew members. When the
film’s bureaucratic hearings question whether he acted properly, it is
not possible to mistrust him.
The film opens powerfully but
then falls into a slog. For approximately 20 minutes, Hanks jogs
around New York City in between
sudden flashbacks or dream sequences. The former establishes
his past relationship with flight
while the latter depict his fears of
what could have happened if he
acted differently.
With an hour and a half runtime, it feels as though it was tacked
on simply for the purpose of making the film feature-length. These
add-ons simultaneously create

a separation between an intense
opening and the scene portraying,
“The Miracle on the Hudson.”
Once the film enters the cockpit
of US Airways Flight 1549, Sully begins to hit its stride. Through quick
yet meaningful segments, some of
the 155 passengers on board are
given faces and stories. The personhood draws the audience in, illustrating that they were more than
just a number.
There is the mother and grandmother on their way back from a
trip to New York, a woman with
her baby and a father with his sons,
shown heading out to go golfing.
They serve as a reminder that, besides being a story that was reported, written, adapted and filmed,
this was a moment in the lives of a
significant number of human beings. They are not just passengers;
they are people.
As the plane descends past
buildings, both in actuality and
in Sully’s imagination, it tugs on
some painful memories for New
York. The main character envisions buildings destroyed by a
plane which could not make it to
LaGuardia Airport and, in the reality of the film, a smoking plane flies
low over the George Washington
Bridge as passengers tearfully pray
to survive.
The parallels to the events of
Sept. 11, 2001 are key elements of
the emotional backbone of this
film, poignantly evoked in the line,
“It’s been a while since New York
had news this good. Especially with
a plane.”
In truth, the movie does not
have much content to work with
since its story is based on a flight
and the hearings that followed it.
Besides the aforementioned scenes
of Tom Hanks jogging, there are
tacked on scenes of Sully’s wife,
portrayed by Laura Linney, as
she talks to her husband over the
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Oscar-winning actor Tom Hanks plays the hero pilot in Sully, the rescue drama directed by Clint Eastwood based on a true story.
phone in between hearings.
The scenes could have been
added on with some filming by a
second unit crew in order to pad
out the runtime. In an original film,
she could have been a wife imagining that her husband had survived
a horrific plane crash, saving all
passengers in the process. Since
the movie is real, her role feels
unnecessary.
Aside from about half an hour
of content that the film could have
done without, Sully is intense
and emotional, then sweet and
uplifting. The plane strikes a flock
of Canada Geese and the emotional attachment to the passengers
pays off.
The camera shakes and the
flight attendants begin chanting repeatedly, rhythmically, hauntingly,
“Heads down. Stay down.” Sully begins communications with air traf-

fic control, trying to find a way out.
Every element and angle on the
ground, in the tower, on the plane,
in the cockpit, in the air and in the
sea is covered in this extremely detailed chronicle of the event. This is
the best sequence in the film.
Once the plane is in the water,
it is touching to watch Captain Sullenberger as he tries to find out if he
saved everyone.
Casting Hanks as the main character plays a strong part in showing how much this man cared for
the passengers. This was a man
focused on the well-being of all his
passengers. It is pure and genuine,
defying cynicism.
The film then takes on the structure of The Social Network with the
content of an ‘80s movie. There are
hearings where the lovable American hero is taken to task by bureaucrats who do not understand the

human factor. They run simulations and use computers but they
cannot get what it means to actually be there in the cockpit.
The movie becomes a little
cheesy but, sometimes, it is nice
to have something cheesy. People
react to Sully’s heroism with affection, whether it be through hugs,
dry-cleaning or naming a drink after him—Grey Grey Goose With a
Splash of Water.
The film almost asks the audience to applaud, even ending with
a quip by Aaron Eckhart’s character, co-pilot Jeff Skiles. It is the kind
of movie which feels comforting
after a summer of dark heroes and
box office busts.
Sully is a remarkable true story
that displays a portrait of a good
man whose heroism lay in having
knowledge and using it during chaos and peril.
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Science & Technology
Scientists discover cause of death of oldest human ancestor
BY JONATHAN SPERLING
NEWS EDITOR

Over 40 years after paleoanthropologists discovered Lucy,
one of the oldest hominin fossils
ever found, new research suggests
that our 3.18-million-year-old ancestor died after falling from a large
height.
When Lucy’s skeleton was discovered in Ethiopia in 1974, it was
found to be relatively complete,
eventually allowing scientists to
conclude that Lucy’s body was
subjected to severe injury not long
before her death, though her exact
cause of death had since been up
for debate. However, findings from
scientists from the University of
Texas at Austin suggest that skeletal
fractures obtained by Lucy close to
the time of her death are consistent
with injuries sustained from a high
fall, such as one from a tree.
“Lucy has been at the center of
a vigorous debate about the role,
if any, of arboreal locomotion in
early human evolution,” stated
the study’s abstract, referring to
the physical traits of Lucy’s species Australopithecus afarensis. “It
is therefore ironic that her death
can be attributed to injuries resulting from a fall, probably out of a
tall tree, thus offering unusual evidence for the presence of arborealism in this species.”
Arboreal locomotion is the ability for animals to move within trees
and is a trait whose role has long
been debated to have played a part
in early human evolution. This
makes the paper’s point crucial in
the argument for arboreal locomo-
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Lucy’s skeleton was discovered in 1974. Since its discovery, it has led to a new era of evolutionary understanding for humanity.
tion in early human development,
with the finding implying that Lucy
would have been capable of arboreal locomotion.
A research team, led by Dr. John
Kappelman, professor of anthropology, first used computed tomographic scans to determine that
Lucy’s bones had been fractured
prior to her death. In total, more
than 35,000 high-resolution images were generated, allowing the
team to see details of the fracture
that had previously been undiscovered. Lucy’s upper right arm bone
was fractured, but was discovered
to contain bits of bones held in

place by soft tissue. In the case of
a body buried and compressed by
sediment, these bits of bone are
typically scattered, but the contrary
condition of Lucy’s bone implies
that the fracture was obtained prior
to death and not years after.
Other damaged bones from
Lucy’s skeleton were analyzed the
same way and their conditions
were found to be consistent with
that of her upper right arm bone.
The right humerus was also broken
in several places, along with Lucy’s
shoulder blade.
The study concluded that Lucy’s injury was the result of “an

Apple Keynote unveils iPhone 7 features
LUIS LUCERO
STAFF WRITER

In what could best be described as the tech equivalent to
Christmas, Apple recently held
its Fall Keynote at San Francisco’s
Bill Graham Civic Auditorium
to announce what is in store for
owners of the iPhone, iPad and
Apple Watch.
The conference kicked off with
news about Apple Music. Apple
CEO Tim Cook announced that
since the service’s launch last year,
17 million paid subscribers have
joined. During this part of the
show, a video of Cook participating in a Carpool Karaoke sketch in
CBS’s Late Late Show with James
Corden was shown, followed by
an announcement that Apple TV
exclusive episodes of the show
would be coming soon.
This segment concluded with
the announcement of music acts
that would be performing at the
10th annual Apple Music Festival
in London, including celebrities
like Elton John and Chance the
Rapper, among others.
In regard to the iOS platform,
Cook announced that the App
Store had recently hit its 140 billionth download. In recent conferences, Apple usually saved its
bombshell announcement for the
very end, one example being U2’s
highly criticized launch of their latest studio album in 2014.
However, in this year’s conference, it happened right in the
middle of the show, when Cook
introduced Nintendo’s Shigeru Miyamoto to the stage. The last few
months have seen Nintendo make
an enormous leap into mobile
gaming with the wildly popular
Pokemon Go app. On the heels of
its success, Miyamoto announced
Nintendo’s follow-up project, this
time starring its venerable mascot,

Mario. The game, titled Super Mario Run, will be a 2.5D side-scrolling platformer, in the vein of New
Super Mario Bros.
This time around, it is an autorunning platformer where the
player simply controls Mario’s
jumping abilities, similar to Ubisoft’s acclaimed Rayman Jungle
Run and Fiesta Run apps. The
game, which is slated to be released later this December, caused
an upsurge in Nintendo’s stock
that was greater than Pokemon
Go’s release. The upsurge could
be attributed to the fact that unlike
Pokemon Go, which was created
by an outside developer under license by Nintendo, Super Mario
Run will be developed in-house by
Nintendo itself.
The next part of the show was
dedicated to the Apple Watch,
specifically the second generation
of the series, which is slated for
release in mid-September. Aside
from announcing that it has a faster core processor and GPU, in addition to a display that is touted as
being twice as good as the original,
this new model is now completely
water resistant, in order to accommodate those who participate in
aquatic sports.
In an effort to maintain the accessory’s reputation as a health
device, Apple announced new
partnerships with Nike for the
Apple Watch Series 2. Before moving on, Cook dropped a surprise
announcement for Apple Watch
users—a port of Pokemon Go will
be arriving for Apple Watch.
If there was a pinnacle highlight
for any Fall Keynote, it is without
a doubt the announcement of the
latest installment of the iPhone.
In the case of the iPhone 7, a lot
of speculation was attached to it
in the weeks leading up to the
conference.
In what would turn out to be a

bombshell announcement for the
new phone, Apple Chief Design
Officer Jony Ive announced that
the headphone jack that defined
Apple devices for over 15 years
would be removed.
This was a rumor that started
at the beginning of the year, and
has been met with vastly negative
reactions. While Apple has offered
a wired headphone adapter that
plugs into the Lightning port, the
move remains highly questioned
and unpopular.
This move could also be construed as Apple trying to force people to adapt to Bluetooth wireless
headphones, specifically a new
series of Apple-branded earbuds
announced alongside the iPhone
7, known as AirPods.
In addition to the usual upgraded screen and camera, Apple
announced that the new phone is
now completely water resistant,
a first for an Apple phone. Water
resistance does not equate to the
phone being totally waterproof
and users should still use caution
while using their phone around
bodies of water. The phone is technically capable of working 3.3 feet
underwater for up to 30 minutes,
though longer dips in the ocean
and pool would be ill-advised.
Apple is currently taking preorders for the phone, which
comes in storage capacities of 32
GB, 128 GB and the new 256 GB.
The iPhone 7 is being released on
Sept. 16.
While it might have confirmed
certain rumors that left a sour
taste with some fans, the latest
Apple Fall Keynote left behind
more pleasant surprises that tilt
the scale in favor of the company.
With a hot new mobile game, upgrades to the Apple Watch and
added water resistance to the new
iPhone, Apple will be the company to watch in the coming months.

impact following a vertical deceleration event when an accident
victim consciously stretches out
their arm in an attempt to break
their fall. Compressive contact between the hand and the ground
impacts the humeral articular head
against the glenoid [part of the
shoulder blade].”
The pattern of the fractures also
indicated that the injuries occurred
while Lucy was still alive, but she
did not live long after the event,
as evidenced by the fact that her
bones showed no healing.
The team compared their findings to similar scans of patients

from hospital emergency rooms in
order to come to their conclusion.
Based on her estimated height and
weight, Lucy most likely had to fall
from a large distance in order to
suffer the injuries to her bones. She
began her fatal fall feet first, eventually landing on her heels and
extending her arms out in order to
brace herself for impact, thus resulting in the injuries to her arms.
Lucy’s skeleton was found in
what is now the village of Hadar,
Ethiopia, an area known for its
relative abundance of fossils. In
addition to being a fossil site, the
area is also known for once being a
grassy woodland area populated by
many trees. This is consistent with
the paper’s theory that Lucy fell
from a tree.
If Lucy really fell from a tree,
this would disprove the theory that
A. afarensis was a completely terrestrial species of hominin. Due to
her small stature, the paper reasons that Lucy took to the trees at
night in order to protect herself and
search for sustenance.
“This paper is wonderful: It
forces us to put Lucy in context,”
said Daniel Lieberman, paleoanthropologist at Harvard University.
“It’s our job as scientists to be skeptical but they’ve made a very compelling case.”
According to the study, primates
and some modern humans use
trees to forage for food, while also
suffering great injuries or fatalities
due to their exploits. Indeed, the
case for our ancestors being able
to move on both land and through
trees has been made stronger due
to this study.

SpaceX explosion casts
doubt on future success
BY MAYA YEGOROVA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

SpaceX, an aerospace company directed by Elon Musk, met
disaster on Thursday, Sept. 1. That
morning, the business was prepared to assess the strength of the
rocket’s engines without actually
launching it into the air. SpaceX
anticipated to conduct this static
test fire of the Falcon 9 rocket,
towering at 229 feet, when it unexpectedly exploded after 9 a.m.
The explosion struck the launch
area, located at the 45th Space
Wing at Cape Canaveral Air Station. It damaged the $60 million
Falcon 9 rocket and the $200 million Facebook Amos-6 satellite. It
shook nearby office buildings and
the aftermath was so powerful that
the smoke appeared on the neighborhood weather radar. No crew
members were onboard and there
were no injuries. SpaceX stated
that this blast was not a danger to
the public.
SpaceX disclosed on Twitter
that “in preparation for today’s
static fire, there was an anomaly
on the pad resulting in the loss of
the vehicle and its payload. Per
standard procedure, the pad was
clear and there were no injuries.”
The “anomaly on the pad” occurred when employees were putting together the test rocket. Musk
stated that the eruption stemmed
from the upper stage oxygen tank
and the explosion took place as
the rocket was being replenished
with propellant. SpaceX has now
experienced two disastrous letdowns in one year, which may tarnish its image.
Established in 2002, SpaceX
plans, produces and dispatches
cutting-edge space shuttles. With
three vehicles—Falcon 9, Falcon

Heavy and Dragon—and over 4,000
employees, the company is a pioneer of technology. Their aim is to
make living on other planets possible, with a current fixation on Mars.
SpaceX captured the world’s attention with their many achievements.
In December 2010, it became the
only independent organization to
retrieve a satellite from low-Earth
orbit. SpaceX was responsible for
a groundbreaking number of 18
launches in 2016. When Falcon
Heavy is finished manufacturing,
it will be the world’s most dynamic
rocket. With a $1.6 billion contract
with NASA, SpaceX will oversee a
multitude of shipping operations
to the International Space Station.
Their recent setbacks will, nevertheless, affect the commercial
spaceflight industry. The rocket
was supposed to give internet access to the isolated regions of subSaharan Africa in a partnership
with Facebook and Spacecom, the
Israeli enterprise responsible for
the Amos-6 satellite.
Xinwei Technology Group in
Beijing was interested in buying
Spacecom for $285 million as long
as the Amos-6 satellite was successful. If Xinwei drops their proposal, Spacecom will have to find
a different buyer or wait a painstaking three years to test a new
shuttle. When the Amos-6 satellite was attached to the rocket, the
launch insurance guidelines were
not yet settled. As a result, there is
a $285 million payout. SpaceX’s rivals — Arianespace, ILS and ULA
— may also postpone future missile orbits.
SpaceX’s future plans for their
rocket launches will also be hindered. They will reschedule the
launch of Iridium on Sept. 19 as
they further investigate the Amos6 collapse.
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OrgSync delivers fresh medium for student, club interaction
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
Continuing to scroll, the user
comes across information about
club life, events and involvement.
Major events are highlighted on a
color-coded calendar that shows
everything happening at school,
even though the events may not be
directly pertinent to its user.
The menu features an online
portfolio that allows users to fill
out personal information regarding
their on-campus involvement and
aspirations. It seems like a needless tool for most, but is nevertheless an interesting feature. It would
be more attractive—especially to
freshmen—if the online portfolio
could match its users to clubs at
Baruch based on their interests.
This addition could also serve seniors, who might also want to get
more involved before graduating
as well.
A seemingly useless and perplexing facet is MyBaruch’s recommendation ability. Upon searching
through the portal’s users, it does
not seem like there are any faculty
on it other than its creators from
Student Life. If professors also used
this program in conjunction with
their students, this feature could
kick off.
However, even if this feature
does become more relevant with
faculty involvement, the tool’s
potential still seems limited. The
feature, along with the entire online portfolio, is null unless a user
is particularly interested in filling
it out.
The next menu option allows
users to send a message to any student who has activated their portal
account or any group to which they
belong. Admittedly, this has the
capacity to become incredibly useful. Every student can connect here
and organize an event or update all
members of any team. However,

SPECIAL TO THE TICKER

MyBaruch oﬀers many features to foster community among Baruch students, providing information for the latest club events and a messaging system to connect students.
only with the necessary manpower
could this feature work.
There is an activity panel that
lets users add positions to their
clubs. They can also request and
create events and fill out necessary
forms. If the forms go to the right
recipients and the intended recipient actually uses the portal, this
feature could operate smoothly.
A personal calendar also exists in
the events panel to help users keep
track of individual events.
In addition, the portal includes
personal tools like to-do lists,
which may prove useful for certain
users. Notebooks and traditional
pen and paper seem more accessible for organizational tools than
logging onto a specific portal.
The portal also has a section devoted to on-campus involvement
with blank reports, prompting us-

ers to write reflections, along with
held positions within organizations. The concept of a reflection
for a club experience seems arbitrary, like the recommendations. It
gives the impression that the portal
may also include potential employers and internship opportunities,
though it does not.
Perhaps that should be an added tool, but it would undermine the
already-established STARR Career
Center and its accompanying portal. A space dedicated to reflections
on club experiences and positions
could be a highly-sought platform
for students who learn in that fashion and for Student Life administration and organizers who want
concrete ways to improve clubs
and school organizations.
OrgSync also has a notification setting that enables a user’s

Chinese reforestation kills biodiversity
BY BIANCA MONTEIRO
COPY EDITOR

In an attempt to reduce their
environmental impact and provide
jobs, China created the Grain-forGreen Program, an initiative focused solely on reforestation. Its
intention was also to improve the
quality of the land and reduce erosion. One of the largest efforts of its
kind, China has spent billions of
dollars since 1999 on the conversion of 28 million hectares of land
into forest.
A recent study, “Opportunities
for biodiversity gains under the
world’s largest reforestation program,” published in Nature Communications, suggests that China’s
program actually fails to bolster the
land’s biodiversity, one of the most
important factors in successful and
productive reforestation. The study
explains, “GFGP’s enormous scale
dictates that it should have [had]
profound effects on China’s biodiversity and potentially offer substantial biodiversity co-benefits…
It is therefore important to understand if opportunities exist for improving biodiversity conservation
under GFGP.”
The study’s team, headed by
Princeton University’s Postdoctoral Research Associate Dr. Fangyuan Hua discovered that most of the
planted forests were uniform in
their species, with bamboo, eucalyptus and Japanese cedar as the
main contenders. Only three locations contained forests that were
mixed and native to their area.
While monoculture cultivation,
a common agricultural practice,
seems to be beneficial initially,
it actually runs the risk of being
monetarily and biologically disastrous. The crop stands little to no
chance of survival because of its
lack of diversity if it is hit by disease
or parasites.
Ideally, a forest with great bio-

organizations to text directly from
OrgSync or push messages into the
user’s inbox within the portal to an
attached personal email. Since the
system employs push notifications,
users would be aware that they received a message, provided that
they check their school email on a
regular basis.
OrgSync has the capability to be
surprisingly efficient and useful,
under the condition that everyone
on campus uses it. Although there
was a giant banner on the second
floor of the Newman Vertical Campus advertising its launch during
the first week of school, the portal
should be constantly marketed.
Freshmen and transfer students
especially should be aware of this
tool because the portal could potentially transform into a major
connector for the entire school

Use of eyesight impairs
listening capabilities
BY DEBORAH GORELIK
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
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Birds and bees were used in the study to help measure biodiversity.
diversity harbors a multitude of
species that interact and adapt to
the environment around them. If a
certain species fails to survive because of disease or other biological factors, other species can take
its place and evolve with greater
resistance and superior genes,
bolstering sustainability. Biodiversity also promotes a balanced
ecosystem where the ecosystem’s
species all depend on and benefit
one another.
For a forest to retain and improve its biodiversity, the species
of animals that live within it should
be growing and thriving. When a
forest is planted uniformly, however, it usually fails to provide a
healthy environment for animal
species native to the area and ultimately bars environmental growth
and productivity. These types of
forests also tend to support fewer
species that are more vulnerable
to disease and have fewer chances
to adapt or survive in the event
of extinction.
In order to measure the biodiversity of China’s replanted forests,
researchers used the area’s native
birds and bees as indicators, since
both species depend primarily on
forest biodiversity for resources
and survival. The study found that
there were significantly less birds

in mono-cultural forests than in
native forests, while bees suffered
regardless because there were no
attempts to replant flora.
Other concerns are also posed
by China’s effort. Although China’s
reforestation has cut down on its
own carbon troubles, its increased
lumber importations have contributed to increased deforestation in
other areas, such as Russia, New
Zealand and Papua New Guinea.
China’s reforestation also has yet
to make an impact on its air and
water pollution.
The study’s researchers recommend focusing on the biological
and environmental information of
each area and, from there, begin
planting forests that are diverse
and native in nature.
Doing this, the team discovered, would also not impact farmers’ household profits negatively,
one of the greatest drivers behind
the program. The researchers explain, “GFGP can achieve better
biodiversity outcomes at essentially no cost to households by promoting mixed forests over monocultures.”
With biodiversity coming with
much benefit and such little cost,
implementing this program could
be an easy solution to an ongoing
dilemma.

within the next couple of years.
There is also a lingering inclination to say that students would
complain over having to remember
another username and password
to log on to yet another portal that
is deemed equally as important as
CunyPortal or Cunyfirst. It may also
make students inquire why OrgSync exists as a completely separate entity from every other portal
in use.
Everything for a student should
be located on one portal, preferably one that is made by one
administration so that they can
accompany students’ needs. OrgSync is unique and interesting, but
it seems like a generic portal that
every college uses. Baruch needs
to construct its own portal that
houses academics and involvement in one.

Many students claim to be
masters at multitasking, whether
it involves talking on the phone
and driving or texting during a lecture. However, recent scientific research actively refutes this notion.
A new study in cognitive psychology finds that while concentrating
on a task that requires the use of
sight, our hearing capabilities are
significantly impaired.
The study was conducted by
Jerker Ronnberg, a professor of
psychology with a focus on disability research, and his colleagues at Linkoping University
in Sweden. The researchers asked
32 students to conduct visual tasks
while taking images of their brain
with an fMRI, or Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging, camera.
It is a procedure that uses MRI
technology in order to measure
the brain’s activity by detecting
changes in blood flow. The experimental design included three
conditions: one condition without
a visual task that had an active listening component, one condition
with a task involving low visual demand and one condition involving
a task with a high visual demand.
The visual tasks were presented
with a sound, but the participants
were asked to ignore the sound.
In the first condition, the participants were asked to listen to a
sound sequence while focusing
on a fixed point on the screen.
The participants were then asked
to move their right index finger
with the changes of the frequency
in tone.
In the second condition, a visual task was presented to the participants. The visual task included
a working memory test with a

set of letters. In the third condition, the rigor of the memory test
increased.
Participants completed these
tasks in various conditions—some
in calm and quiet environments,
others in disruptive environments
with a repetitive sound. Throughout the whole of the experiment,
the participants were hooked up
to an fMRI machine, which the
researchers used to take images
of each participant’s brain activity. The researchers were particularly interested in what happens
inside of the brain as it is engaged
in a visual task, as well as how visual concentration changes when
background noise increases.
“The brain is really clever, and
helps us to concentrate on what
we need to do. At the same time,
it screens out distractions that
are extraneous to the task. But the
brain can’t cope with too many
tasks: only one sense at a time
can perform at its peak. This is
why it’s not a good idea to talk
on the phone while driving,” said
Ronnberg.
The results of the study showed
that brain activity in the auditory cortex functions perfectly, so
long as we are subjected to sound
alone. When the brain is given a
visual task such as taking an exam,
hearing is impaired as a result of a
decreasing response by the nerves
in the auditory cortex.
As the difficulty of the task increases, such as taking a more
rigorous exam, the response of
the nerves in the auditory cortex
decrease even further. Visual tasks
involving a high cognitive load
significantly impair the brain’s response to sound—not only in the
auditory cortex, but in the parts of
the brain that deal with emotion
as well.
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Sports
Women’s tennis undefeated as Bearcats kick off fall sports slate
BY MOUSTAFA ISAMIL
SPORTS EDITOR

As fall approaches, the Baruch
College Bearcats find themselves
on the cusp of their 2016 athletic
season. The Fall semester is especially great for the Bearcat faithfuls,
as it signals the return of many of
the school’s top teams, including the dominant women’s tennis
squad and their counterparts on
the volleyball court. Over on the
men’s side, the soccer team looks to
capitalize on a promising season.
The Lady Bearcats picked up
right where they left off on the tennis courts, following last season’s
CUNY Athletic Conference championship, with two early wins to
start this semester’s campaign.
The team beat the Hunter Hawks
5-0 last October, earning its first
CUNYAC title since 1997 and advancing the team to the NCAA
tournament. The tournament,
however, did not render the results
that the team had hoped for, losing
early to The College of New Jersey,
although it certainly provided the
necessary motivation heading into
the next season.
This year’s roster is headlined by
team captain Allie Jackson-Hing,
a senior whose stellar play during the 2015-16 season earned her
the title of Most Valuable Player.
Back for another round is senior
Brooke Severance and sophomore
Isabel Arias, who earned rookie of
the year accolades during the previous season. The Bearcats were
already in mid-season form when
they took on Purchase College in
their season opener held on Sept. 8.

BARUCH ATHLETICS

The Lady Bearcats dominated the tennis courts, winning their ﬁrst two matches,as they eye a return to the NCAA tournament.
The dominating duo, Jackson-Hing
and Arias, was able to shell out a
convincing win in doubles play,
although the team dropped the following two doubles matches.
Come singles competition, the
team tightened its slack, taking five
of the six matches en route to a convincing 6-3 final score. The team
saw similar results when it opened
up CUNYAC competition on Saturday, Sept. 15, against Lehman College. Jackson-Hing and Arias were
back at it again winning easily in
doubles competition, while firstyear players Franziska Goetz and
Maria Scherbakova joined in, tak-

ing the third doubles match with
an 8-2 victory. The meeting was
cut short due to weather and field
conditions, but luckily the Bearcats
had secured a 5-3 overall victory
by that time. Although the team
has had a tough slate of conference
opponents lined up, it also has the
necessary talent and experience to
make a significant run at a second
consecutive title.
The volleyball division of the
Bearcats shared similar success last
season, as its dominant play turned
into a CUNYAC championship
berth that ultimately fell short to the
Hawks of Hunter College. This year,

the team is led by the trio of captains—Alessandra Chavez, Akilah
Meulens and Marisa Bou. The three
seniors have a strong supporting
cast under their supervision featuring promising second-year players
Tara Imbrenda and Leslie Chen.
The team has had a shaky start to
the season and it currently sits 4-4
overall on the season. The good
news is that the Lady Bearcats are
undefeated thus far into conference play. The team finished its
opening tournament, the DeSales
Invitational, at .500 and suffered
yet another loss to the College of
Mount Saint Vincent before sweep-

ing the CUNYAC tri-match held on
Sept. 10. In fact, the Bearcats boasted a perfect slate at the tri-match,
shutting out both York College
and Medgar Evers College with an
identical final score of 3-0. With a
long season still ahead, the team
looks to continue dominating in
CUNYAC competition, although it
could use some help in non-conference play.
First, to kick off men’s fall sports,
the Baruch soccer team took on
New Jersey City University on Sept.
1. The team conceded two goals to
the Gothic Knights, although unable to capitalize on any of its own
10 shot attempts. Senior forward
Oshae Miller played exceptionally well, although his two goal
attempts did not materialize into
anything significant. The Bearcats’
first win came the following week
at the Utica Tournament, where
they were able to edge out the Thoroughbreds of Skidmore College,
1-0. The team, once again, found itself on the losing end the very next
day when it fell to the tournament
host, Utica College, by a final score
of 2-4. Come late September, the
Bearcats are scheduled for a brutal
series of CUNYAC matchups and it
will certainly be interesting to see
how they fair.
The Fall semester is a great
time for Baruch faithfuls to channel their inner sports fanatic. With
cross-country and basketball also
in the mix, there is no shortage of
thrilling games ahead. While some
teams are fighting to reach optimal
performance, others, like women’s
tennis, certainly give students
something to look forward to.

Opening weekend leads to early shakeup in college football rankings
BY MATT BUETE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Dubbed the “best opening week
ever,” Week 1 of the college football
season certainly lived up to the
hype. With the new playoff-style
postseason, one early-season loss
can become significant come January. This has many ranked teams
holding their breath, given seven of
the top 25 teams lost in Week 1.
The No. 1 ranked Alabama
rolled to an easy 52-6 win over the
Trojans of the University of Southern California. The Crimson Tide’s
preseason quarterback controversy
was immediately put down by the
shutdown defense’s ability to place
the team in position to easily score.
Head coach Nick Saban, however,
did find their starting QB in true
rookie freshman Jalen Hurts, who
threw for two touchdowns and ran
for two touchdowns. Alabama left
no doubt as to why they currently
sit atop the ranking polls.
No. 5 Louisiana State University
was on early-upset alert, falling 1614 to Wisconsin, although the close
final score is not indicative of the
Tigers’ poor play.
Leonard Fournette’s 138 rushing yards made no difference by
game’s end because quarterback
Brandon Harris finished 12 for 21
for 131 yards and two pick. Harris’ deep pass was completely shut
down by a Wisconsin defense who
played surprisingly well.
With this Week 1 loss, head
coach Les Miles is back on the hot
seat. Once considered the best in
college football, Miles’ repeated
postseason snubs are translating
into impatience from LSU faithful.
Saturday was especially embarrassing for No. 3 ranked Oklahoma,
who lost 33-23 to an inferior No. 15
Houston. A strong start for Oklahoma quickly gave way to mental mis-
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The Tigers’ unexpected loss was the result of a largely dysfunctional oﬀense that often forced the defense into bad ﬁeld position.
takes that allowed for Houston to
crawl back into the game and take
the lead shortly after. The Houston
defense was especially focused
on containing quarterback Baker
Mayfield, as they overpowered the
offensive line on their way to multiple brutal sacks.
Houston needs to have a smaller margin for error if it wishes to
remain in the playoff picture. This
Week 1 win, however, certainly
gives them postseason merit.
Nick Chubb headlined for No.
18 Georgia as they beat North Carolina 33-24. Chubb, who blew out his
knee last season, ran for 222 yards
to give Kirby Smart a victory in his
first game as the Bulldogs coach.
Since Chubb is now healthy, he is
a Heisman contender once again

and Georgia should be confident
about contending this season.
It was a close game for No. 2
Clemson, who squeezed out a 1913 victory over Auburn. Clemson
dominated the stat sheet in the
first half with a 233-38 advantage in
total yards but led only 10-3, with
both scores coming after defensive
penalties on third-down plays.
Even though it was an ugly
game, Heisman-hopeful quarterback Deshaun Watson played well
enough to secure a victory.
Unranked Texas also contributed to the upset special when they
took down No. 10 Notre Dame 5047 in a double overtime thriller. The
Irish did not look like a top 10 team
when they took the field against an
inferior Longhorns defense that es-

tablished their presence early.
The Fighting Irish hampered
their chances by fiddling with a twoquarterback system, even as DeShone Kizer has overwhelmingly established himself as a better passer.
It was an easy game for No. 6
Ohio State as they pounced Bowling Green 77-10. J.T Barrett started off by throwing a pick six but
quickly undermined that mistake
by posting six touchdown passes
thereafter.
This was essentially a scrimmage game for the Buckeyes, who
were able to break in a bunch of
inexperienced players against a
largely underwhelming opponent.
No. 7 Michigan had similar success against Hawaii, playing well
on both sides of the ball en route

to a 63-3 win. Michigan was dominant on defense as expected, led
by linebacker-safety hybrid Jabrill
Peppers.
The Wolverines have a lot to be
excited about, as they will likely
stay among the top-ranked teams
for a while, given a favorable upcoming schedule. They will host
Central Florida, Colorado, Penn
State and Wisconsin before going on the road for the first time to
face Rutgers.
Even though Pittsburgh and Villanova are two unranked teams, the
game garnered special attention as
running back James Conner made
his return after his successful battle
with cancer.
Conner helped Pitt shell out
a convincing 28-7 victory, scoring two touchdowns providing a
tremendous morale boost to his
teammates. The offensive captain
looks to have a great comeback
season that can potentially land
him into the Heisman candidate
conversation.
The 2016 opening weekend was
certainly one for the history books,
with fans hoping it will foreshadow
the action ahead. With so many of
the nation’s top teams starting 0-1,
fans can certainly expect high-intensity games from teams looking
to fight back into the playoff picture.
It will be interesting to see which
top teams can right their ships or
if some new faces will make their
playoff appearances come January.
The ranking committee will certainly have their eyes glued to their
television screens when Oklahoma
takes on Ohio State on Saturday,
September 17, as the game will certainly have dramatic implications
on the top ten. Essentially, Oklahoma’s season is on the line from here
on out; it is highly unlikely that a
two-loss team will remain relevant
in the championship race.
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Baruch hosts panel on Native American imagery in pro sports
CONTINUED FROM THE FRONT PAGE
He cited an instance when,
in 2014, Roger Goodell, National
Football League commissioner,
fined the San Francisco 49ers quarterback Colin Kaepernick $11,025
for allegedly yelling the N-word at
Chicago Bears defensive end Lamarr Houston. Upon appeal, the
fine was reduced to $5,512 for “general profane language,” rather than
for the use of the N-word in particular. Under the league’s personal
conduct policy with regards to
“racial slurs or abusive language,”
Goodell has the authority to levy
penalties against clubs. Edelman
concluded Washington Redskins
owner Daniel Snyder can be subjected to punitive action based
on the dictionary-defined slur his
team boasts.
Next was Paul Lukas, a columnist for ESPN.com who specializes
in commentary on uniform design
and team identity. He argued
against the use of Native American
imagery unless the team came to
an agreement with the associating tribe, preferably including a
licensing fee. William Brotherton
is a principal and founder of his
Dallas-based law firm and a member of the Sokokie, St. Francis band
of the Abenaki Nation in Swanton,
Vermont. Brotherton attributes this
connection to his grandmother,
Nellie Bourgeois Lamphere, who,
according to his website, was born
in Quebec. Unlike the previous
speakers, Brotherton, an alumnus
of the University of North Dakota,
fought against the name change of
the school’s team after the NCAA
instituted a policy that banned displays of “hostile and abusive racial/
ethnic/national origin mascots.” In
2015, the Fighting Sioux became
the Fighting Hawks. The crux of his
argument was that sports teams
can keep various Native American
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While some viewed the use of Native American imagery as cultural appropriation, others viewed it as a celebration of their traditions.
cultures in the public eye and preserve positive Native imagery.
Rounding out the table was
Andre Billeaudeaux, a retired military officer who currently serves
as executive director of the Native
American Guardians Association.
His message of outreach to communities is best summarized by
the motto “Educate, not Eradicate.”
Instead of removing Native American images from schools and professional teams, he emphasized
raising awareness for the poor conditions around reservations, noting how many tribes are lumped
together unknowingly by nonNatives. Billeaudeaux wanted the
Redskins to promote their logo via
educational seminars and outreach
programs. Director Rosenberg then

advanced the conversation.
Regarding the UND name
change, Lukas pointed out that
NCAA membership is not an inherent right and the university could
have changed the mascot without
coercion. Brotherton, in his Texas
drawl, retorted that losing membership would cost the school funding and diminish morale around
campus as the Fighting Sioux’s
identity was an integral part of the
community. Moya-Smith then began an impassioned diatribe on
the nature of mascots, pointing out
that they are made to be belittled
and mocked by opposing crowds
which inflames negative stereotypes about Native Americans
through chants, caricatures and racial epithets.

“Headdresses were meant to be
reserved for honorable tribe member, not boozy college students,”
declared Moya-Smith.
Moya-Smith continued by saying that while some schools may
have sought to improve the visibility of a tribe’s culture, “the road to
Hell is paved with good intentions.”
He ended his speech by equating
the R-word, which Professor Edelman refused to repeat as it is an
“ethnic slur,” to the N-word.
Billeaudeaux attempted to present the positive aspect of the Redskins logo. He commented that in
many tribes, a Redskin meant one
who was painted head-to-toe in
red mud to signify that they were
ready for battle. It displayed courage, commanded respect and was

commonly used amongst indigenous people. Much like Brotherton argued, Billeaudeaux believed
the Redskins mascot helped maintain Native American culture and
educated fans. Billeaudeaux concluded that if more people were
aware of the history behind the
word, they could move on from
fighting and concentrate their efforts on allocating resources to improving health care and education
on reservations.
Edelman questioned the validity of Billeaudeaux’s claim and
asked for an example of charity
work done by professional or collegiate teams for Native American tribes. Although the outreach
program done by the Kansas City
Chiefs celebrating American Indian Heritage Month was mentioned,
it was a drop in the bucket compared to the systematic killing of
millions of indigenous people and
current conditions endured across
the continent.
Brotherton addressed MoyaSmith’s tone and expressed his
belief that Moya-Smith views Native Americans as victims and fragile people when, in fact, they are
warriors. Moya-Smith, visibly disturbed by this claim, demanded an
acknowledgement of the genocides
conducted on Native Americans by
the United States, along with the
shift in rhetoric from “this land was
not stolen,” as a form of decolonization. The problem is in the education system; children are taught to
celebrate Christopher Columbus
and dress like “Indians” in school
plays around Thanksgiving.
As time ran down, Rosenberg
thanked the panelists for unearthing various interpretations of “redskin” and presenting their side of
the debate as clearly as they did.
Audience members continued the
discussion amongst themselves
and with the panelists.

Wawrinka upsets Djokovic to conclude action-packed US Open
BY MICHAEL FRIEDLICH
STAFF WRITER

This year’s thrilling US Open
ended in dramatic fashion when a
heavily favored Novak Djokovic saw
the US Open title go to Swiss opponent Stan Wawrinka. A dominant
semi-final victory had speculators
almost certain that Djokovic was on
his way to a second consecutive US
Open title, but it is clear that many
underestimated the raw talent he
was up against.
The 12-time Grand Slam champion surrendered the championship in four rounds, with an apparent knee injury hampering his best
effort. A native of Serbia, currently
ranked the No.1 player in the world,
downplayed his injury post game
and congratulated Wawrinka on
pulling of the upset.
Rafael Nadal, the leader in
French Open titles and tied for
second-most career grand slam titles, lost in the 16th round to No. 25
Lucas Pouille of France. In the
fifth set, Nadal went up an early
break, with fans prematurely celebrating what seemed to be a guaranteed win.
However, Pouille fought back to
break Nadal back at 2-4 later in the
fifth, after an uncharacteristically
bad forehand error by Nadal. Then,
at 6-6 in the fifth set tiebreaker, after
saving three match points, Nadal
missed a very easy forehand, striking the ball into the net instead of
ending the game as many expected
he would.
Having not secured a major title
in two years, many are starting to
wonder if Nadal has lost his prime.
The 30-year-old had to retire from
the French Open and missed Wimbledon, also failing to make a quarterfinal this year after losing in the
first round in the Australian Open.
Nadal has reached only two

quarterfinals in the nine majors
played since he last won. For the
most part, he has lost to lowerranked players, and his losses are
looking more and more out of form,
due in large part to numerous injuries. In last year’s US Open, he lost
in the third round after leading by
two sets.
With Nadal’s loss, it is the first
time since 2003 that neither Nadal
nor Federer have reached the US
Open quarterfinal. Federer, arguably the greatest tennis player of
all time, did not even play at the
US Open because of lingering knee
problems.
Frances Tiafoe, the 18-year-old
who is considered the most promising of the up-and-coming U.S.
men, lost to No. 20 John Isner in
a five-set battle in the first round.
Tiafoe, ranked No. 125 in the world
and playing in only his third Grand
Slam match, was up two sets to love
and was serving for the match at
5-3 in the fifth set but failed to capitalize on the opportunity.
Isner went on to a disappointing
loss in the third round to Kyle Edmund of Britain.
Nonetheless, the young Americans have surged through the draw.
Jack Sock, seeded No. 26, played
tremendously on his way to a
third-round upset of 2014 US Open
Champion Marin Cilic in straight
sets. After having a lot of success in
doubles, winning two majors, Sock
has started to focus on singles so
that he can progress further in the
grand slams.
He became the last U.S. man
standing in the men’s draw after
making it to the fourth round at
the U.S. Open for the first time in
his career. But his run ended with
a four-set loss to the No. 9 seeded
Frenchman Jo-Wilfried Tsonga.
Sock and Steve Johnson will
move ahead of Isner, who had been
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Wawrinka shocked the world when he topped the undisputed best player in the world, Djokavic, who battled injury throughout the match.
the No. 1 ranked U.S. player for over
four years.
Jared Donaldson, a 19-year-old
who won three matches to qualify,
had an excellent tournament after
upsetting No. 12 seeded Belgian
David Goffin in the first round and
later beating No. 32 ranked Victor
Troicki in straight sets.
Instead of taking the traditional
developmental approach of the
United States Tennis Association,
Donaldson went to Argentina for
a few years to perfect his game on
the red clay surface not common in
U.S. tennis.
Donaldson, a Rhode Island native, left for Argentina at 15 years

old, saying that in his time there
he “learned how to put spin and
shape on the ball and develop longer point construction.” This, along
with help on his serve from former
players Tayler and Phil Dent, allowed Donaldson to pose a formidable challenge to his opponents.
The 2016 US Open was an exciting shift from the familiar faces
fans have come to expect in major
tournaments. New opponents are
staking a claim for the top spot and
in turn, fans are treated to thrilling
back-and-forth matches.
Perhaps the American draw
has the most to look forward to in
the future, given their long slate

of young prospects that have tremendous potential to become familiar faces in upcoming major
tournaments.
Nonetheless, fans still expect
the legends like Djokavic to continue to dominate in the near future. As per his injury, Djokavic has
insisted that there is no significant
worry and that he is well on the way
to recovery.
Many are buzzing about the
upcoming Australian Open, scheduled for January; in hopes that it
will replicate the high intensity,
back-and-forth play which was
common throughout the US Open.
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Baruch Weekly
THEME: FAMOUS NOVELS
ACROSS
1. ROOSTER TO A FARMER
6. “LAW & ORDER”
CHARACTER
9. WILD FELINE
13. BIPOLAR DISORDER
PHASE
14. SANTA ____, CA
15. LIKE A DRUID, E.G.
16. MOUNTAIN CLIMBER’S
SPIKE
17. ROULETTE BET
18. “BRAVO! BRAVO!”
19. *”A TALE OF TWO ____”
21. *E. L. DOCTOROW NOVEL
23. FEELING BLUE
24. BONA FIDE
25. “BIG BROTHER” NETWORK
28. RUBIK’S PUZZLE
30. REAL LIFE “CITIZEN KANE”
35. AT THE END OF ONE’S
WHAT?
37. WINE CONTAINER
39. CHARTED RECORD
40. BEAUTY SALON
STRAIGHTENER
41. LIKE UNSPOKEN
AGREEMENT
43. EVENING PURSE
44. *”ALL QUIET ON THE
WESTERN FRONT” BY ERICH
____ REMARQUE
46. LOWCAL
47. SURFER’S STOP
48. OUTDOOR STONE SEATING
50. THEY GOT THEIR
REVENGE?
52. DUNCE

SEPTEMBER 2016
MON

19
TUES

20
WED

21
THURS

22
FRI

23
SAT

24
SUN

25

HILLEL 20 MINUTE MONDAYS
12:00 p.m.-2:20 p.m. | NVC 3-210 | Free
LEHMAN WOMEN’S SOCCER VS. THE CITY COLLEGE OF NEW YORK*
6:00 p.m. | Lehman College, South Field | Free
IMMIGRATION 101 WORKSHOP
12:30 p.m.-2:15 p.m. | NVC 9-150 | Free
WRITING CENTER WEEKLY WRITING WORKSHOP
12:30 p.m.-2:00 p.m. | NVC 8-155 | Free
BPAC: DEFIANCE SCREENING
6:30 p.m.-8:30 p.m. | Engelman Recital Hall | Free, Ticket Required
BETA ALPHA PSI GENERAL INTEREST MEETING 3
6:00 p.m.-8:00 p.m. | NVC 2-125 | Free
BLACK STUDENT UNION GENERAL INTEREST MEETING
12:30 p.m.-2:30 p.m. | NVC 4-120 | Free
ASEDOM GENERAL INTEREST MEETING
12:30 p.m.-2:30 p.m. | NVC 3-125 | Free
QING DYNASTY PEKING: THOMAS CHILD’S PHOTOGRAPHS
12:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m. | Sidney Mishkin Gallery | Free

53. GUNK
55. PUBLIC ENEMY’S MUSIC
57. *”WUTHERING ____” E.
BRONTÎ
61. *DREISER’S “SISTER
____” OR KING’S “____”
64. MATTER OF DEBATE
65. *”ON ____ MAJESTY’S
SECRET SERVICE” IAN
FLEMING
67. *”FOR WHOM THE BELL
____” E. HEMINGWAY
69. TOSSED STARTER
70. E IN BCE
71. *”GERMINAL” AUTHOR
____ ZOLA
72. LITIGANT
73. DREAMING STAGE OF
SLEEP
74. COMEDY CENTRAL’S
PUBLIC HUMILIATION
DOWN
1. BAND AID
2. NONCLERICAL
3. NAYSAYER’S FAVORITE
PREFIX
4. CIVIL UNREST, PL.
5. *NEWBERY MEDAL
WINNER “____ MAGEE”
6. NEW MEXICO ART COLONY
7. *”HOWARDS ____” E. M.
FORSTER
8. CORE OF PERSONNEL
9. DEAL WITH THE DEVIL, E.G.
10. TANGERINE GRAPEFRUIT
HYBRID
11. “HOWDY, ____!”
12. CASINO CHIP
15. LONG JOHN SILVER’S

APPENDAGE
20. SOMETHING CONCLUDED
22. PLEASURABLE
INTERJECTION
24. OFFICIALLY CANCEL
25. *REASON FOR
PUNISHMENT F.
DOSTOYEVSKY
26. LAUNDRY BOOSTER
27. MUSHROOM’S
REPRODUCTIVE STRUCTURE
29. CANAANITE DEITY
31. MARS, TO THE GREEKS
32. FRACTION, E.G.
33. PLURAL OF SPUTUM
34. *”THE BOOK ____” M.
ZUSAK
36. *”THE FAMOUS FIVE”
AUTHOR ____ BLYTON
38. *”THE ____ RUNNER” K.
HOSSEINI
42. ____ INCOGNITA, A.K.A.
UNKNOWN LAND
45. CURVED LIKE A FOOT
49. CREATION OF THE RIGHT
SIDE OF THE BRAIN
51. ONE WHO DARTS
54. THEATER GUIDE
56. MOVIE TRAILER, E.G.
57. SNAKE’S WARNING
58. BIBLICAL TWIN
59. ____ OF MAN
60. ____ GUM, FOOD
ADDITIVE
61. PACK LIKE SARDINES
62. PELVIC PARTS
63. CORNER PIECES
66. OLDFASHIONED “BEFORE”
68. POSITION

BIANCA MONTEIRO | THE TICKER

THE BEEKEEPER: BLACK SOUTHERN WOMEN WHO LOVE WOMEN
6:00 p.m. | The Graduate Center | Free, Reservation Required

CROSSWORD SOLUTION:

ISSUE 2

LEHMAN MEN’S SOCCER VS. HUNTER COLLEGE
12:00 p.m. | Lehman College, South Field | Free

RITA MORENO IN CONCERT!
3:00 p.m. | Queensborough Community College | Free

*Oﬀ-campus event
For full list, visit www.baruch.cuny.edu/calendar

Career Spotlight
SAVE THE DATE

INTERNSHIP UPDATE

Creating Your Own Major: The Ad Hoc
Tuesday, September 13th, 5:30-7:00 P.M., NVC 2-190
Thinking of creating your own major? Come to this
workshop to ﬁnd out how!

GREY ACTIVATION & PR

Mastering the Job Interview: Basics
Wednesday, September 14th, 12:30-2:00 P.M., NVC
2-190

Learn the skills you need to prepare and master the basics of job
interviews.

Career Fair Success Strategies with Peers
Wednesday, September 14th, 5:00-6:30 P.M., NVC
2-190

Hear from Peers program students and learn how to make the
most out of Career Day.

On Campus Recruiting Workshop
Thursday, September 15th, 2:30-4:00 P.M., NVC 2-190
Find out about On Campus Recruiting and how you can get a
position in a great company.

baruch.cuny.edu/careers
blogs.baruch.cuny.edu/starrlights/
blogs.baruch.cuny.edu/scdc/
@BaruchSCDC
Baruch College Starr Career Development Center

Fall 2016 Public Relations and Marketing Assistant
Grey Activation & PR is looking for a Business Management
Intern who is responsible for
supporting the Grey Activation &
PR team on all ﬁnancial and operational needs.
Grey was named 2014 Agency of the Year by AdAge and
2013 Global Agency of the Year
by AdWeek. GAPR is based at
Grey’s global headquarters in
NYC. GAPR leads integrated marketing eﬀorts for brands across
categories that drive buzz, engagement and business results.
Some of the key responsibilities include assisting in vendor

PEER TIP OF THE WEEK

set up, organizing payments,
both standard and rush, for suppliers, assisting out of scope billing for Activation, PR and TLC
(talent, licensing & casting department within GAPR), opening jobs and creating/revising
estimates. Other responsibilities
include creating new labor, client and product codes for departments, updating staﬃng
allocation trackers (i.e., staﬃng
percentages based on scope allocations), participating in internal status meetings, attending
ﬁnance meetings and creative
brainstorm sessions as needed,

updating non-billable budgets
on a bi-weekly basis and assisting in reviewing individual account proﬁtability. Interns are
also expected to work with client
analysts to pull hours, request
actuals and compare monthly
fees billed to determine proﬁtability.

This will be a paid internship.
For more information and to
apply, visit Starr Search with ID
93762.

FUN FACT

CHECK OUT THE PEER TIP OF THE WEEK FROM SCDC’S PEERS FOR CAREERS PROGRAM

Did you know that you can create your own major? The Ad

“When crafting your elevator pitch, think about what makes you diﬀerent from your
competitors. Make sure to explain exactly what you can bring to the table that others cannot. Be
perfectly prepared because you never get a second chance to make a ﬁrst impression!”

Hoc is a major that is created and planned by you, the student,
with approval from Baruch. To hear more about the Ad Hoc major,
visit Starr Search under the Events, Workshop tab and register for
Creating Your Own Major: The Ad Hoc workshop.

MENG SHI
PEER FOR CAREER

